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TWO POEMS BY PAUL ALLEN 

THE RIVER 

Boys and quick we stepped between the lines 
Holding the canopy overhead, 
Holding light, all light to its sawdust commihnent, 
Hiding the river near we h e w  was there. 
Outsiders, Episcopalians 
In one catholic and apostolic church, 
We stomped with attitudes of grace 
On the surety of revival, revivalists, 
Meetings of the sort. 
We danced the adolescent high born dance 
Between the formal and the foamed. 

We came to laugh. We laughed and laughing left 
The tongues and twisting lepers 
To their river and their light and life. 

True, in the deep deliverance of judges 
Judgement vedes the dark death 
And delitescent tomb in all of us. 
They shook for this. 
I shook the grim pronouncement itself, 
And from that-from Brother James's Jesus- 
I would not l e m  that nothing naked 
In the river swimming in the cold 
Of anhupated spring sonnds like play 
To any other than the boys who played 
At that place when saving wasn't going on. 

This is credence: 
Jesus came up orisp after &e worst was over, 
Brisk, as though he had waked on a fall morning 
. h d  run outside before the sleep had left his s h .  
But I have been ro shocked to find since then 
How close my Christ, how slowly He came dow. 
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PYRACANTHA 

His mother in the garden that she loved 
Reached and touched it lightly 
As she had touched the iris. 

A wicked shruh, 
It wounded deeply, slightly pricked 
Her hand and poisoned through the blood. 

The blood and not the nerve 
Reacted, causing flesh to fester, 
Turned the skin, turned his father's head. 

Fire-thorn. 
It should arch like a spell 
Over a door, cultured around a great 

Gate of a h e  home. 
Carried, Dioscorides wrote 
In the waning moon, it would keep 

Devils and the naughty men away. 
This is where the bush belongs- 
In something ancient protecting a belief. 

He hated the plant 
That made his mother's hand shake so, 
Grasp things so uncertainly. 
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TWO POEMS BY CLAIRE SETTLE 

FRIENDS 

Are far from near 
Are distanced by the year 

h e  dead and lost 
Are broken into loaves 

I wish for many 
With the prayer for any 

Yet I dig e grave 
Of life alone and brave 

As a caterpillar's skin 
I dry in the wind 

Of ghosts and enchanters 
Waving like rags on dancers 

Weaving a spell inside my head 
Where nothing lives but a little dead 

Girl who used to play with joys 
Among the wooden arms of toys 

Until they broke and nothing spolae 
But crickets who creak like tightened rope. 
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BROWN WATER 

If in Heaven they 
~ ~ 6 ' '  
Home, give me a ring. 

I'll come running like a kid to 
Your apartment in 
The Bronx where 

Yellaw things mix with 
Green. I have your 
Ottoman & lamps, 

Jade and silver- 
Ware. Where are you? 
You who were 90 

Particular. You fussed like a 
Robin over your 
Nest. I guess you're 

Really dead. I can still 
Visualize your place but 
Not your face, that would be 

Tw peculiar. Clara, 
RIP the seams from 
Heavenly garments, 

Sew my hem. I am a 
Little girl still, my 
Brown study is now 
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Green and yellow. Th& is 
Claue'is prayer (I whose writing so 
Falters like an old heart or fuses. So 

The Bronx is dead. 
We are bereft of 
Em & Garden, Heart & 

Home. Like pigeons in 
The park we beg for 
C m b s  horn, Heaven? 

I don't altogether believe. Just that 
You're not altogether 
Gone. After all, the Bronx is only 

North of 
Greenwich Village where 
We sit on the pier and I scrawl 

hdatory  jellfih seeming to sting 
Brown water ,with 
Arrowheads of light. 
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THREE POEMS BY LOUIS PHILLIPS 

DEATH TO MR. BUNTING 

In Persia 
the crowds stood outside 
Basil Bunting's window 
& shouted 'Death to Mr. Bunting' 
But since 
no one knew what he looked like 
he walked outside 
to nonchalantly join the crowd. 
He shouted 
'Death to Mr. Bunting.' 

This morning 
Camera 3 broadcasts 
The life of Basil Bunting, 
But my television set 
Is going on the blink, 
A weak tube 
Amid weak tubes 
So the horizontal line 
Does not hold, 
So the picture rolls & 
Rob, 
With black lines 
Underlined by gray lines, 
Bold black lines 
Bending in & out, 
The picture 
Warping. Images 
Turn long & thin, 
Then fatten 
Like reflections in a fun-house 
Mirror 
Grotesquing before us. 

18 I 
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If death comes to 
Basil Buating, 
To his Scottish burr 
Pronouncing love poems, 
Let it come 
By means of television, 
Slow & musical, 
A fat black image 
That will not hold, 
Rolling, rolling, rolling. 

A CONTEMPORARY POET WHO SHALL REMAIN NAMELESS 
GOES ON A DIET 

Macadamizing my soul & stomach 
With chewing gum, 
I swallow one piece, then another, for I am 
Overweight, lying in a friend's hammock, 

Counting calories. 3 trillion calorie 
Has the sky, 
The yew tree, &, all the whiskey 
In the world. Thomas Mallory's 

Wildest prose cannot make me forget 
Malic odor 
Of orchards, prairie spice, or even fodder. 
I eat what animals eat & have no regret. 

Distracted by wind, by nowishing flight 
Of swan, goose, duck, 
One oarbohydtic flock 
After another, I swear I shall feast tonight, 

Rise from my starched bed of misery 
To devour the universe. I shall start with the yew tree. 

t 9 1  
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MEMOIRS OF A LIBRARY PAGE 

I read by muscles in my hand. 
Daily in Hollywood's library 
I'd camy 
100's of volumes, from Upankhad 

To How To Win Friends and Influence 
People, carried them, 
Shelved them, 
Carded them, lifted their ounces 

Into oartr, 02s. into lbs., 
Counted them for a buck, 
Placed them baok 
On shelves for a buck, found 

Them on tables & reshelved 
Them for a buck until 
Dewey's decimals 
Logarithmed my sleep. My head 

Was a catalogue of envy, 
Authors ensconced in encyclope3ic rooms, 
Grand tomes 
Of fame & fortune. 811.03, 

~ ~ 

C517H 
GLOUCESTER BY LAND AND SEA 

by C. B. Hawes 

Catalogued for generations. 
Oh, Lord, let me be indexed, 
Catalogued, 6xed 
To a 3 x 5 card, my slender creations 

Checked out & kept overdue 
At 2c a day. At 9 each night, 
I flickered the lights, 
Shooed readers outside, closed windows, 

Locked doors. I walked home, 
New b k s  nuzzling in my arm, 
My harem 
Of paper & I the eager groom. 
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SPLIT CONSCIOUSNESS IN RICHARD WRIGHT'S 
NATIVE SON 

JEFFREY A. SAD= 

Keneth Kinnamon in his book The Emergence of Richard Wriglzl 
-19721 criticizes the last d o n  of Native Son for failing to resolve aes- 
.'?etirally the intellectnal with the emotional understanding of black . . .. 
1 : .  The diEculty," Kinnamon reasons, "seems to be that Wright super- 
inpmed a mnsciously held intelleotual conviction on a story that other- 
\\,se engaged his imagination and experience on the deepest emotional 
levels." ' Asserting that "as a fervent party membes, Wright maintains a 
thoroughly Communist point of view in Native Son," he sees Wright 
molding his material to suit his polemic purpose as a Party writer. 
Ever since it first appeared in 1940 the aesthetic merits of Natiue Son 
have been in question and Kinnamon here is merely restating the main 
point of the controversy. Critics have tended to see the last section 
merely as a tacked-on political message that does not follow frwn the 
artistic givens of the fist two sections, thns implying that the aesthetic 
\vealmess of the novel as a whole results from Wright's primary purpose's 
being political rather than artistic. The mntroversy centers on the si&- 
ance of Max's courtroom speech, whether or not Max in his espousal 
of Commmist Party ideology is acting as a mouthpiece for Wright. But, 
even though his p q m e  may have been political in a broad sense, 
Wright is certainly not esponsing the doctrines of the Party. On the 
contrary, if the novel has a political purpose at all, it is to attaok Party 
ideology for its failure to deal with the individual human reality of the 
black experience. To this end, the f m ,  throughout the novel, is defi- 
nitely on the character of Bigger Thomas: and to regard Max's speech 
as the political comment of the author is to misinterpret the meaning 
of Bigger's character as presented in the 6rst twv books. 

1 The Emmgence of Riclund Wdght: A Study En Litmature and Society (Urbana: 
Universitv of Illinois. 1972). D. 142. .. - 

2 Ki,mmon, p. izs. 
3 For exsm~le s e e  Robert A. Bone. The N e m  Novel in America, rev. ed. (New 

Haven: Yale, I&), p. 151; Michel ~abre, ~ h e - ~ n i h d ~ h e d  Quest of Richmd Wright, 
trans. Isabel Barzun (New York: Momw, 1973), p. 184; Edward Margolies, The 
Art of Richard Wright (Carbondale: Southern Illinois, 1969). pp. 113, 119. 

4 Wright makes his intention here known in his article "How 'Bigger' Was Born," 
Saturday Reuiao, 1 June 1940, pp. 3-4, 17-20; an enlarged version was later published 
by Harper (1940) in pamphlet form. 

t 11 I 
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To view Bigger Thomas as someone who can only relate to people 
through murder is to reduce him to a supdcial social person and thus 
to ovemimplify his character and risk missing the main point of the 
novel. This is not to say that Bigger doesn't d a t e  to others through 
violence; it merely means that a closer study of his character reveals how 
and why he operates on this level. That the novel lends itself to a pycho- 
logical approach need hardly be argued in view of the abundant material 
Wright provides concerning Bigger's inner feelings. If viewed through 
existential psychoanalysis, Bigger can be seen as functioning in .terms 
of a "split consciousness" which alienates him from himself and the 
world he lives in. Thus Bigger becomes a character seeking to know 
himself and to understand his own experience. To a certain degee he 
is successful in this endeavor. But the degree only becomes evident when 
the h a l  section is dealt with in terms of the psychological understanding 
of Bigger's character gleaned from the first two. And when we deal with 
the final section in this way, we can see that the novel is not flawed in 
the way critics have suggested, but is instead an aesthetic success. 

Elristential psychology holds that for man the prime life drive is 
for existence, subjective existence as opposed to the objective existence 

&Bone makes this point, maintaining that "Bigger is a human being whose 
environment has made him incapable of relating meaningfully to other human beings 
except through murder" (p. 151). 

"his oversimplification through exclusive focus on the s d  person is pointed 
out by Donald B. Gibson in his article 'Wright's Invisible Native Son," A W n n  
Quartmly, 21 No. 4 (1969). 72838. Gibson sees the real Bigger Thomas as obscured 
by outward appearances which result in the invisibility of the real person. 

7 Margolies suggests that "Ndive Son is as much a psychological novel as it is 
sociological" (p. 106), hut he never develops the psychological dimension of Bigger's 
hatred and fear. 

8 Duality of mciousness in black people is first dealt with by W. E. B. Dubois 
in his The SDUL of Black Folk* (1903). rpt. in Three Negro Classics (New York: 
Avon, 1965), pp. 207-390. Duhois talks of a "doublesonsciousness" as a "sense of 
always looking at oneself through the eyes of others" (pp. 21415). Dubois' observa- 
tion implies a phenomenon similar to that described by existential psychoanalysts. An 
aspect of 'double-consciousness" as it applies to Wright the artist is developed by 
George E. Kent in his article "Richard Wright: Blaclmess and the Adventure of 
Westem Cultur%" CLA Joumnl, 12 (June 1969). 32243. Kent, however, does not 
deal with the concept as it applies to Bigger. 

9 While Gibson brings to light Bigger's duality, it is the duality as seen from the 
outside, as seen objectively by those who could see, were then not blind, the real 
Bigger u n d e r l ~ g  the superficial person. What Gibson fails to further point out is 
that this duality is an integral part of Bigger's consciousness of himself and it is the 
resolution of this duality, this split consciousness, that provides the tension in the novel. 
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SPLIT CONSCIOUSNESS IN RICHABD WRIGHT'S Natiue Son 13 

-: t i i n ~ s .  Psychologically, then, a person seeks a position of subjective 
--.-.'yical security where his identity as an autonomous individual is 
.- .':-:tend. R. D. Laing, in his hook The Divided Self, maintains that 
.-- Trson who experiences life as a more or less constant threat is exist- 
-- : :n a state of ontological insecurity, a state where the self is threatened 

'.. . !ic other or all that is not the self. Such a person, Laing points out, 
-, -" need to manifest a split in his oonscionsness in order to preierve 
'- :; identity." Essentially a form of common defense mechanism, the 
q-'i!. n-hen it becomes a way of living, a constant way of being in the 

.-:a. characterizes the "schizoid individ~al."'~ This struggle to p r e  
+T-- or, as in Bigger's case, even achieve a unified identity is what we 
m, operating in the character of Bigger Thomas. Although he is of 

unable to comprehend the fact, Bigger experiences the world 
1 s  3 threat to his existential position, and to deal with this threat, he 
b.xq adopted a split consciousness as a means of protecting his identity. la 

Of Laing's three main types of ontological insecurity only the last, 
-wfication and depersonalization," is relevant to Bigger's character.14 
!'.'?>enever Bigger comes into contact with the wlrite world he experiences 
c!~rsonalization. When he first meets Jan and Mary, his reaction to 
.>em is that "they made him feel his black skin by just sbanding there 
: n h g  at him, one holding his hand and the other smiling. He felt he 

1" For a philosophical discussion of this phenomenon see Jean-Paul S m e ,  
rri-!<mtinl Psychoanalysis, trans. Hazel Barnes (Chicago: Henry Regnery, 1962), - . . 19-59. 

11 For n discussion of ontological insecurity and its relatio~~sbii to split con- 
rr:mmess see R. D. Laing, The Diuidad Self: An Exlstentinl Study h Sanity and 
?!rdwsr (London: Pengnin, IS%), pp. 39-44. 

12 A definition of the term '$chizoid" and how it U e r s  from the psychotic con- 
r'ition is provided by Laing, pp. 17, 35-6. 

In  According to Lning, split consciousness is a defense mechanism by which the 
whizoid individual attempts to maintain his identity as an autonomous person. By 
creating a false self, the individual in effect creates what might be thought of as some 
<nrt of decoy which draws the threat away fmm the real self. The false self allows 
:.he red self to be distanced from the experience of the world that is deemed threaten- 
5 s  m the real selfs identity. However, the project of maintaining the split is ultimately 
wlf-defeating since the real self, removing itself from the danger by creating a false 
v'i, also removes itself from the real world of bona fide experience. This creates the 
pxndoa of the self seeking life but at the same time removing iitself from life. The 
r c ~ l  self comes to experience life only through the intermediary of the false self, and 
thefore  the experience is second hand. The split is a t  once both victory and defeat 
i,-r the individual. 

14 For a discussion of p&cation and depersonalization and the other main 
t : ~  of ontological insecurity see Lainx, pp. 4%7. 
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14 THE SOUTH CAROLWA REVIEW 

had no physical existence at all right then; he was something he hated, 
the badge of shame which he knew was attached to a black skin."l5 
Bigger feels that he doesn't exist as a person because he himself exists 
as an object of Jan and M a j s  experience. l6 There can he little doubt 
that Bigger experiences both the white world and the black world as  
threats. In the case of the white world the threat is obvious; Bigger is 
constantly referring to &is threat as a "white mountain of hate." l7 But 
in the case of the black world the situation is more subtle and hence 
more difkult to understand. The threat of the black world comes in the 
form of reminding Rigger of his blackness, and this in turn recalls his 
fear and hatred of the white world. His blackness is a source of fear 
which results in a violent hatred of anything black. This situation is 
most obvious in his relations with his family, his friends and his girl- 
friend. Bigger is reminded of his helplessness by his family's miserable 
condition. After ldlling the rat, Bigger, faced with the reality of his family, 
"shut their voices out of his mind. He hated his family because he knew 
'chat they were suffering and that he was powerless .to help them. He 
knm that the moment he allowed himself to feel to its fullness how they 
lived, the shame and misery of their lives, he would be swept out of 
himself with fear and despair" (p. 13). This same feeling is expressed 
when he returns home after the murder. He is sibting opposite Vera, 
and as he watches her eat he notices that "she seemed to be shrinking 
from life in every gesture she made. The very manner in which she sat 
s k d  a fear so deep as to be an organic part of her; she carried the 
food to her mouth in tiny bits, as if dreading its choking her, or fearing 
that it would give out too quickly" (p. 104). Earlier in this scene we have 
learned that '?le wanted to wave his hand and blot them out. They were 
always too close to him, so close that he could never have any way of 
his own" (p. 95). Bigger's family is a constant reminder of his own 
situation, and his inability to cape with it causes him to withdraw from 
them at times and to want to destroy them at others. 

Bigger's affair with Bessie represents another ambivalent relation- 
ship. While on the surface at least Bigger seems to be in love with Bessie, 

15 Richard Wright Name Son (New York: Harper, 1966), p. 67; citations will 
appear in text hereafter. 

'6Frantz Fanon discusses existential "obiectification" and its resulting frustra- 
tion and anger in Black Skins, White Mosks, trans. Charles Lam Marhanu (New 
York: Grove, 1967), p. 109; as the title implies Fanon is discussing the phenomenon 
of the split in black consciausness. 

17 Wright develops this same thesis at some length in White Man, Listen1 (New 
York: Anchor, 1964), pp. 1-44. 
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SPLIT CONSCIOUSNESS IN RIQ~ARD WRIGHT'S Natiw Son 15 

1, :' r deeper level there is a great deal of hate for her; and later Bigger 
5 

,:--:-5 that he even loved her. Since he lacks a sense of self and e m -  
s - the world as a threat to his identiv, he is not free to love. l8 Bigger 
t 7 - - ' : r s  that Bessie is only another pant of his life that is imposed on 
1 - irom outside; he is expected to have a girlfriend and so he has 
I But she reminds him of his mother. We learn that Bigger bated 

..,-?her for the way of has  which was like Bessie's. What his mother 
:. : was Bessie's whiskey, and Bessie's whiskey was his mother's re- 

- ,-,- 1 p. 226). Earlier when he is writing the ransom note and tosses 
,.- tfie first attempt, he notices how "instinctively, Bessie stooped to 

- : i t  irp . . . . Yes; Bessie was blind. He was about to write a kidnap 
- -.; rnd she was worried about the cleanliness of her room'' (p. 165). - domestic image of Bessie, how thoroughly she has assimilated the 
:-. rmt!pe assigned to her by the white world, angers him. By the time 

. riders her, he has convinced himself that she poses a threat that 
.--:':! lead to his capture, hut the excessive violence of the crime would 
:.~-.-7 to indicate that at the time he kills her she represents, at least sub- 
-~riously, the stereotype of blackness. The violence of the murder as 

..: - ': as the manner in which it is committed, offers a striking parallel to 

...- opening scene of the novel where Bigger pounds the rat's head 
~trrically with a shoe (p. 10). 

Bieger expresses M l a r  violence in his relationship with his friend 
:-.:. &ger, we learn, is afraid of robbing a white man. He and his 
-- n d i  have rabbed before but it had always been from the black 
. - -'-. . "they had never held up a white man before . . . . They felt it 

mnch easier and safer to rob their own people, for they knew that 
.! ' . .?c policemen never really searched diligently for Negroes who com- 
--:-ed crimes against other Negroes" (p. 17). Although Blum's store is 
.T.:!! and Blurn is alone, Bigger can not think of robbing him without 
'-i.in~ accompanied by his three friends. But even this is not enough 
-, :!ispel the fear. He had argued two of them into consenting to the 
~ ' l k y ,  but toward the holdout "he felt a hot hate and fear; he had 
.?&erred his fear of the whites to Gus. He hated Gus because he knew 
.:in: Gus was afraid, as even he was; and he feared Gus because he felt 
' i ~ t  Gus would consent and then he would be compelled to go through 
..\+!!I the robbey (p. 28) .  Bigger's hatred comes out when he fights 
with Gus and he Imcnvs that "it was fear )that had made him fight Gus 
in the poolroom. If he had felt certain of himself and of Gus, he would 

1s Lahg sees this as a result of ontological insecurity. The individual is &aid 
d being "engulfed" by the other person and therefore lasing his identity: see pp. 4 ~ 5 .  
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not have fought. But he h e w  Gus, as he knew himself, and he knew 
that one of them might fail through fear at the decisive mament" (p. 
110). He sees his own fear and hatred in Gus and this leads him to dis- 
trust himself as well as Gus. The increased fear that arises fmm the plan 
to rob Blurn's is evident here; even when he is with his friends, he is 
constantly remhded of the threat posed by the white world. That threat 
is so much a part of his existence that the black world offers him no 
refuge. 

The point here is that Bigger's experience of the world, both white 
and black, is in terms of fear. Bigger lives in a threatening world of 
violence. Hate and fear act as a vicious circle in Bigger's experience, 
and the result is Bigger's alienation from himself and his world. His 
real self is experienced as being removed from the real world: toward 
his own family he holds "an aMtude of iron reserve; he lived with them, 
but behind a wall, a curtain . . . . he denied himself and aded tough" 
(pp. 13-14). Again, this sense of alienarion is expressed when we are 
told that "he had learned to shout and had shouted and no ear had heard 
him; he had just learned to walk and was walking but could not see the 
ground beneath his feet; he had long been yearning for weapons to hold 
in his hands and suddenly found that his hands held weapons that were 
invisible" (pp. 123-124). Bigger's real self is entirely cut off from the 
world, and we get a sense of the frustration that he feels in the situation. 
Another example of Bigger's experience of himself as a split individual 
comes just More his caphue: "there were two Biggers: one was deter- 
mined to get rest and sleep at any cost; and the other shrank from images 
charged with terror" (pp. 238237). Elsewhere he is "divided and pulled 
against himself" (p. 27). Inasmuch as Bigger's wnsciousness is split, 
his task is to get his real self back into the real world, and the only way he 
can do this is by uniting his two selves. 

Bigger achieves a sense of unity through an act of violence. From 
the beginning of the novel, he has expressed the fear and hatred of his 
real self through violence: "he knew that the moment he allowed what 
his life meant to enter fully into his consciousness, he would either kill 
himself or someone else" (p. 14). After he has killed twice we are told 
that "in a true sense it was not the &st time he had ever killed. He had 
killed many times before, bnt only during the last two days had this 
impulse ass~uned the form of actual killing. Blind anger had come often 
and he had either gone behind his curtain or wall, or had quarreled 
and fought" (p. 225). Bigger is constantly referring to the feeling of hate 
for the white people as being somewhere deep inside him. 
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SPLIT CONSCIOUSNESS IN RI- WRIGHT'S Native Son 17 

In killing Mary, Bigger had "created a new life for himself' (p. 101). 
" .? 4ou2h the death of Mary is technically an accident, Bigge~ realizes 

s i c  crime seemed natural; he felt that all of his life had been 
'-?dins to something like this. It was no longer a matter of dumb 
,.-nder as to what would happen to him and his black skin; he knew 
YT. The hidden meaning of his l i f e a  meaning which others did 
-t see and which he had always tried to h i d e h a d  spilled out. 
y ~ :  i t  was no accident, and he would never say that it was. There 
-%-;i !n him a kind of terrified pride in feeling and thinking that some 
.' :. '?e would he able to say publicly that he had done it. It was as 

77.10;h he had an obscure hut deep debt to fulfil! to himself in 
:-repting the deed. ( p. 101) 

r-cepting the crime as a willful act, he is like a man reborn: "he 
- --.+ to test and taste each thing now to see how it went; like a man 

:ID well from a long sickness he felt deep and wayward whims" 
-. :W ). Again he tells us that "it was a kind of eagerness he felt, a 
-",i-nee, a fulness, a freedom; his whole life was caught up in a su- 

-.~- ., and meaningful act" (p. 111). Fnrther evidence of the way in 

5 this a d  of violence has brought hi$ selves together is seen in a 
. . 

r ..- r~vealing passage just after he has killed Bessie: 

>.re was something he knew and something he felt; something the 
-, ?r!d gave him and something he himself had; something spread out 
- iront of him and something spread out in back; and never in all 

l l i  !ife, with this black skin of his, had the two worlds, thought 
~ n d  feeling, will and mind, aspiration and satisfaction, been together; 
nwer had he felt a sense of wholeness . . . . But only under the . 
eress of hate was the c o d i d  resolved. (p. 225) 

- y y r  experiences a sense of autonomy after the murder, and we are told 
- - -as long as he could take his life into his own hands and dispose 

r as he pleased, as long as he could decide just when and where he 
-.:'1 run to, he need not be afraid" (p. 141). And a little later this 

feeling is expressed as 

he felt that he had his destiny in his grasp. He was more alive than 
hr could ever remember having been; his mind and attention were 
pointed, focused toward a goal. For the &st time in his life he 
mowd consciously between two sharply defined poles: he was mov- 
iqe away from the threatening penalty of death, from the death-like 
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18 THE SOUTH CAROLINA REVIEW 

times that brought him that tightness and hotness in his chest; 
and he was moving toward that sense of fulness he had so often 
but inadequately felt in magazines and movies. (p. 141) 

There can be little doubt that for Bigger the murders result in a whole- 
ness he has ncver experienced before. 

For Bigger, then, violence is a creative act, l%nd what he creates 
is himself alive and whole in the world. The murders give him a sense of 
personal autonomy; he is in direct control of himself for the first time 
in his life. Bigger had known that deep inside himself the hatred and 
violence existed, yet up until the murders he had been able to separate 
himself from it. Operating in terms of a split consciousness not only 
served to protect him from a world that he experienced as a threat but 
it alw protected the world from the hatred it had created in his real 
self. The murders are the result of his real self uniting with his false ?elf 
and thereby coming to exist in the real world. Given Bigger's psycholo- 
gical condition and the world that had created him, the only path open to 
him for bona fide human existence is through violence. For most of us 
it is d % d t  to understand how an act destructive of human life can 
create a human existence. But this is the meaning of Bigger's character. 
In destroyhg the object of his hatred he becomes human, not in the sense 
of any humanistic set of values, but in the sense that he experiences him- 
self as existing and alive in the world. And for him this is preferable to 
operating in terns of the split which removes his real self fmm the real 
world. 

So the first two hooks operate on the levels of bare action and 
Bigger's feelings, thus establishing Bigger's wnsciousness in terms of the 
split as described by Laing. And of conrse this is the very point Wright 
is making; the focus of the novel is on Bigger's consciousness and his 
actions in an effort to create an understanding of that consciousness. 
It is Bigger's wnsciousness that ads as the framework for the final sec- 
tion in whioh we see both Max and Jan in their relationship to Bigger. 

The crux of the third hook is, of course, Max's polemical speech. 
But if it is evaluated in terms of Max's characterization and his relation- 
ship to Bigger in the 6nal scene, we see that there is more going on here 
than mere political rhetoric. In contrast to Max's, Jan's relationship to 

lViolence as a creative act of libemtion is &cussed at some length by Fanon 
in Wretched of the Earth (New York: Grove, 1968) pp. 35-106: although Fanon is 
dealing specifically with colonialism, a number of parallels seem relevant to the 
American situation. 
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-7.7 COSSUOUSNESS IN RICHARD W R I G ~ S  Nuthe Son 19 

- '-1n7es markedly, and for g o d  reason, from what it was in the 
7 2: the novel. 
kmmunist ideology of Max's speech is fairly obvious. 20 What 
Y examined more closely is Max's character. Max is &st seen 

nes to defend Bigger. At that time, in an exchange with the 
ley, Xlax reveals that "if you had not dragged the name of 
%st Party into this murder, I'd not be here" (p. 271). At this 
interest in the case is prompted more by his concern for the 
:or Bigger. Max is next seen coming to Bigger's cell before 
~x listens, and Bigger, expressing dings that he had never 

. .  . ;--n able to, feels it is the first time he has ever been listened to 
:'.: .xnd understood: "for the first time in his life he felt ground 

i i c  feet, and he wanted to stay there" (p. 334). It is the first time 
+en able to relate to someone in a meaningful way and not 

-5 inzr and violence. However, the tremendous significance of this 
-..r is not shared or even perceived by Max. As the final scene 

- --:-tes, Max, apparently not only unaware but also indifferent, 

I 
--I :o remember the conversation (p. 387). When Bigger reminds 

- -; -r. \lax merely aclmowledges that it took place; and Bigger real- 
- 2: \ixxk purpose in coming is only to offer comfort to a condemned 

- - --:at is just the point: for Max, Bigger is only a man condemned 
= x r ? .  an abstraction not an individual. 

- -  r ' . ~  ha1  scene we discover that Max never has understood Bigger 
: ?-?on. He has been able to abstract the social phenomenon that 
r -  :?resents; but when he comes face to face with the human reality 

rz-7 and the meaning of Bigger's life, Max denies that meaning. 
- 3ig~er tells him that "what I killed for, I am," Max replies, "no; 

- -. . . . Bigger, not that" (pp. 391-392). Ultimately, Max becomes, - 
: C"5cs have generally agreed Max's speech represents the Party line. However, 

' Y. Siee.4 maintains that the speech is not Communist idealogy at all. Siege1 
.* .n  certain technical flaws originally brought to light by Pariy theoreticians when 
- -.-! h appeared and contends that these are sufficient to declassify it as Party - .. ,nda ['The conclusion of Richard Wright's Native Son," PMLA, 89(1974), 
... But, even though the novel apparently presented the party with certain 
u which were the subject of some debate in Party publications, it was 

. -..!, ;..y officially accepted, the final opinion coming from Earl Browder who prc- 

-i that he "saw nothing wrong with it" (Kinnamon, p. 148). In this context 
-:;t keep in mind that no matter how strong Wright's commihnent to the Party 

b :I\? been, he had acquired only a superficial howledge of Communist theory ....- : . ' .  would account for these minor flaws. Under the circumstances, it seems 
:, assume that the speech represents Wright's intention of portraying Party 

+.-3. 
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like Vera, the Daltons and others, just another "blind man" (p. 392). 
Max is capable of comprehending the meaning of Bigger's life only 
through the abstraction of Communist ideology. If Max's speeoh is seen 
in the context of his failure to b l y  understand Bigger, then a subtle 
irony would seem to be operating here. The speech, while dealing with 
the Bigger 'Ihomases of the world on an abstract level, becomes indeed 
mere rhetoric, just more words that act as symbolic abstraction of con- 
crete reality. 

While Max remains static and unchanging, capable of understand- 
ing Bigger's life only through the abstraction of Party ideology, Jan, on 
the other hand, is a dynamic character who undergoes a s i m c a n t  
change through the course of the novel. In the beginning of the novel 
Jan is similar to Max in that he is unable to understand Bigger as an 
individual human being. But Jan comes to offer a contrast to Max in the 
end. In the opening scenes, Jan attempts to deal with Bigger f m  the 
perspective of Party ideology. His experience of black people is limited 
to a couple of casual acquaintances. It is because he lacks extended and 
close experience with black people that he treats Bigger as an abstrac- 
tion. Consequently, Bigger feels dehumanized and experiences hate and 
anger when he is expected just to set aside his life and became friends 
with these white people. And as Wright so vividly illustrates, it is only 
after Jan has participated in the ordeal that forms the main action of 
the novel that he is able to come to a degree of understanding of Bigger 
as a person. 

In the final book it is Jan who first gets through to Bigger as one 
person to another. Jan, in trying to get Bigger to accept his help, asks 
him, "don't you believe in yourself? . . . You believed enough to kill. 
You thought you were settling something or you wouldn't have killed" 
(p. 269). Bigger's reaction is one of s q r i s e  that a white man could be- 
lieve in him that much, but we learn that he accepts that concern: 

This white man believed in him, and the moment he felt that belief 
he felt guilty again; but in a different sense now. Suddenly, this 
white man had come up to him, flung aside the curtain and walked 
into the room of his life. Jan had spoken a declaration of friend- 
ship that would make other white men hate him: a particle of white 
rock detached itself from that looming mountain of white hate and 
had rolled down the slope, stopping still at his feet. The word 
had become flesh. For the first time in his life a white man became 
a h m a n  being to him; and the reality of Jan's humanity came in a 
stab of remorse; he had killed what this man loved and had hurt 
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--LT LUSSCIOUSNESS IN RICHAFID WRIGHT'S Native Son 21 

- IIt- saw Jan as though someone had performed an operatim 
-.-- -:< eyes, or as though someone had snatched a deformed mask 
- !an's face. (p. 268) 

- z r e r  it is the "word becoming flesh" that is truly meaningful. Jm, 
- --.m the word, makes it into concrete reality. In order to establish 
-- ';:manity in Bigger's eyes, Jan has had to recognize Bigger as a 

. 
- '-in: and thus has created for Bigger an atmosphere of outologi- 
--:f?- for the Erst time. This is precisely what Max fails to do. The 

~. .. :?tween Jan's o p e r a ~ g  on the abstract level d ideology in the 
. . -...- . _  and on the concrete level of personal e m e n c e  in the end is - Fhally, it is this Werenoe that separates Max and Jan: for Big- 

- - , ' s  is always "Mr. Max" where Jan goes fmm "Mr. Jan" to "J,au" 
-, , - :1 
. . 

-':r third book, then, is meant to be viewed in terms c4 Bigger's 
-5 as it is developed in the &st .two books. The climactic tension 

. .'!ird book is formed not by Max's long speech but by the attempt 
; ' :.Y and Jan to oorne to an understanding of Bigger's experience 
' :  as Bigger's attempt to understand his own experience. Biggw 

.-- -.:prsful to a great extent, and to a lesser extent so is Jan. This is 
~. :*. . their attempts at understanding are grounded in m m t e  ex- 

x Bigger this experience is only possible when he is able to 
pented consciousness together thmugh violence. Ceasing to 

- +-r.e m the split is a necessary step for Bigger to come to any sort 
- -?erstanding of himself and the world he lives in. However, there 

.:. r - r t a in  amount of irony here inasmuch as it is the same violence 
. . . ..-:+ ... ~&es his split consciousness that also dewoys him, suggesting that 

:=:ct on the level of the individual, violence oan paradoxically be -- creative and self-destructive. For J,an it is necessary to break down 
- ?:ctance of abstraction, to break out of the limitations of Party 
-I?, before he can understand Bigger as a human being. But Max 
- -1-er able to do this. If this is true, then it is unlikely that Wright 

:: It can be argued that Jan is still a Communist and that here Wright is making 
. . - .~ hnction ~. between the theoretician in the Party and the activist member. How- 
- .-. :% is not at all clear in view of the fact that Jan's Communism is played down, 
- -ri eoes unmentioned, toward the end of the novel and thus Jan's relationship 

- ."- Party after his experience with Bigger is left vague. A clue might he found 
- ' ;n's last name "Erlone" which might mean "alone" wbich is in accord with 
... , - . -\.' s phonetic spelling of the word in Uncle Tom's Children. This would seem 
- .z.iicate that Erlone is the individual person dealing with his experience alone 

- .-r than the P- functionary who totally submerges himself in the Party cause. 
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would have chosen Max as a spokesman for his politics. What seems 
more consistent with the givens of the novel i~ that because Max's actions 
demonstrate a failure on his part to understand the meaning of Bigger 
as a person, his speech is meant to be viewed as ironic. In this way Max 
and his speech become a statement on the inherent tendency of Party 
ideology to reduce the complexity of individual human experience to a 
simplistic abstraction and thus fail to account in any meaningful way 
for concrete human reality. An4  rather than viewing the novel as 
espousing radical politics, it would be more appropriate for us to view 
it as an indictment of the Communist Party for its failure to comprehend 
the black experiene. 

In addition to aesthetically integrating the novel, reading Native 
Son from an existential perspective serves to explain Wright's later shift 
from a Marxist to an existential world view. By the time N d v e  Son 
appeared, Wright had for several years been attempting to steer an in- 
dependent course within the Party but had become increasingly skeptical 
of this possibility. According to his own accmmt in "I Tried to Be a 
Communist," he had been running afoul of Party discipline ever since 
he had become associated with it. In fad, that association, begun some- 
what "naively" as he terms it, was seldom congenial or rewarding beyond 
his initial activity within the Chicago John Reed Club. At first, impressed 
with the scope and seriousness of the club's activities, he saw an oppor- 
tunity as a writer to promote an understanding between the Communists 
and black people. As he saw it, both were ignorant of each other, the 
Communists of the reality of the black people's way of life and the black 
people of the C o m m d ' s  goals and 0bjective.s. The Cmuni s t s  "had 
a program, an ideal, hut they had not yet found a language," he writes. 
"Here, then, was something that I could do, reveal, say. The Communists, 
1 felt, had oversirnpli6ed the experience of those whom they sought to 
lead. In their eEorts to recruit mas%, they had missed the meaning of 
the lives of the masses, had conceived of people in too abstract a man- 
ner. I would try to put some of that meaning back. I would tell Com- 
munists how m o n  people felt, and I would tell common people of the 
self-sacrifice of Communists who strove for unity among them." 22 His 
original project, to write a series of biographical sketches on Negro 
Communistq led him increasingly into conflict with Party leadership. 

22 "I Tried to Be a Communist," as it appears in The God That Failed, ed. 
Richard Crossmaa (New York: Harper, 1949), p. 12Q; originally in The Atlontic 
Monthly, 159 (August 1944), 61-70, (September 1944). 48-56; subsequent citations 
are fmm the Crossman volume and appear in the text. 
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;-:IT Corsc?ous~~ss IN RICHARD WRIGHTIS Native Sun 23 

: *;-.!ier been branded an "intellectual," his motives were con- 
~ c t  and as a consequence he was repeatedly denounced by 

i s  a 'bastard intellectual" and an "incipient Trotskyite" (pp. 

- :ension between Wright and the Party culminated when he 
..:;t his name be dropped from party roles, but even though he . . 

- . :e had, at that point, made a clean break, the Party was not so 
'-.ken loose. Several attempts were later made to bring him back 

--;. :\fter his ignominious public ejection at the hands of his former 
- 
;; from the 1936 May Day Parade, he realized that the stories 
..t-+tten "assigning the role of honor and glory to the Communist 

were hished"; he knew in his heart. that he "should never 
isrite that way again, should never be able to feel with h t  
pness about life, should never again express such passionate 

:':?n!d never again make so total a commitment of faith" (p. 162). 
--':cation of betrayal is obvious here, but Wright never was bitter 
. . -  :< break with the Pasty even after he made it official some years 

- ?in returned instead to his commitment of working alone, telling 
; '.' that *in all the sprawling immensity of our mighty continent the 

- --'.?m\n factor of living was the human heart, the least-sought goal 
..~ -r \\-as a way to live a human life" (p. 162). And we must remem- 

he incidents recounted in "I Tried to Be a Communist" all took 
umber of years before he began writing Native Sun, so that his 

. .-.,lment with the Party had its roots in the mid-thirties and is not, 
:omonly assumed, an abrupt change of heart a decade later. 

- :.:! lpparently managed to exist on the fringes of the Party for several 
- . i>ut there seems to be little doubt that his insistence on individual 
--.-my in the face of Party discipline demonstrates his conviction 

- :-.I progress toward the ideals of freedom and brotherhood is only 
::.:? on an individual basis. 

.AS a whole, Wright's &ence with the Party confirms the subtle 
- :--cutting of communist ideology in his portrayal of Max as just 

-'?er blind pason who fails to understand the meaning of Bigger 
.-,as. Critical indictments against the novel for being Party propa- 

- - i 1 seem to fit neither the givens of the novel nor the facts of Wright's 
instead, they both indicate an existential frame of reference as more 

-.-3priate. Of course, this shift from Communism to existentialism is 
-! out by Wright's subsequent association with the French existentia- 
.i. .%nd in this respeot, rather than Communist propaganda, Native Son 
::?s a watershed, a turning point, where Wright is undermining the 

..! :rdd notion of social salvation and instead is emphasizing the need 
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1 24 Tm SOUTH CAROLINA REVIEW 

of the individual to act alone. In this sense Native Son bears a closer 
resemblance to the later existential novels than it does to the proletarian 
fiotion of the thirties and thus loaks forward to The Outsider (1956) 
where there is no mistaking his existential outlook. Essentially Wright's 
purpose as a writer never really changed during the nearly thirty years 
of his career. Reflecting later on his break with the Party, he found the 
world a dark place. "Perhaps," he writes, "out of my tortured feelings 
I could fling a spark into this darkness, I would try, not because I wanted 
to but because I felt that I had to if I were to live at all. I would hurl 
words into this darkness and wait for an echo; and if an echo sounded, 
no matter how faintly, I would send other words to tell, to march, to 
fight, to create a sense of the hunger for life that gnaws in us all, to keep 
alive in our hearts a sense of the inexpressibly human." 23 For Wright, 
as for Bigger, the meaning of life lay in the struggle of the individual 
attempting to understand his own world. 

z3 Wright, The Outs& (New York: Harper, 1956), p. 162. 

LISTEN 

A field of houses comes apart in my hands, 
The layered wood collapsing in the night air. 
Someone is waking in an emptied room, then talking 
From its beaten windows, letting words settle 
Into graves. Listen: even the flowers have fallen. 

Road pictures return in the silence, breaking 
Through the long drives alone. Your eyes £ill 
The dry houses with light moving into animal ruin. 
I have been calling you from the edge of these roads: 

Shells dropping on a sunken roof, bones being eased 
To make the sky seem larger. Even the dead gather fie 
Into their comer, giving warmth to what lies beneath. 
I keep calling you from the moon-chilled branches, but 
There is only the dead air rising as the day closes down. 
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TTVO POEMS BY LARRY RUBIN 

FINDING THE CENTER 

When the weather creases the sea 
In folds of crumbling ocean 
And my stomach dives in elevators 
With returning swift ascent 
I leave the rhythm of the decks 
And fhd the paint 
Where forces balance out 
And vectors vanish underfd 
In that secret place 
That mathematics knows 
I ride the seesaw at its divide 
A fragile flotsam of the waves 
Safe from creases 
Motion 
Nausea 
Sealed into the core 
Where elevetom pause 

THE BACHELOR, SEEKlNG REASONS 

I search for them now- 
All my sister's friends 
Who let me tag along and watch: 
They play together on an island in my mind 
Enclosed in a circle of tall oleander bushes; 
Trnth-or-consequences is the game 
But they never let me play 
And I had no chance to lie, 
Only to smell the blossoms 
And my sister's skin, her pubic shell. 
She must have lied 
Because she paid the deepest consequence. 
Now the oleander smells are gone 
And I seek those hidden girls 
To ask them what she did; 
But they only shake their heads 
And bar thejl doors. 
Then through the crevices beneath the panes, 
They ask me why I lied. 

125 I 
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TWO POEMS BY ELLEN LEVINE 1 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM 

The wires stick to me like tentacles. 
Doctors listen for a canticle. 
But my heart stutters onto tape 
and gives me away to tho% who undertake 
to plead my case. I am going to die. 

My rhythm's decoded by heartless instruments. 
A faulty muscle gives the evidence. 
A mere eleotrical machine mocks 
me. I charge it, but can't make it stop. 
I am only heart, and no disguise 

recalls me. The organ pumps against my will 
and plays for them until their heads are full. 
I'm left undone while they discuss the fee. 
No one takes my hand or dresses me. 
They root out my song. I breathe. I improvise. 

MARCH 

Why is the first spring thaw 
raw? 
Water flows without pause 

water clear 
with the glare 
of unburied suns; mere 

water that once was ice 
gnaws at that precise 
wound: a spring surprise. 

I am frayed like an unclosed wound. 
The sun pours into new-found 
unaccustomed nerves, attuned 
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only to the song 
of leafless trees. White belongs 
to winter, but green is wrong 
for now. The wound, raw 
and new, will heal in time, soarred 
by petals and claws, 

will he sponged by the touch 
of flesh 
of other hands, hushed 

into flower. I am melting, raw 
with unbound edges, exposed flaws, 
finally purged of dark 

relics. I am hairless, smooth, 
muddied. Bruises 
bloom like roses 

on my cheek, out of the earth. 
If this is rebirth 
please slap me with 

unoalloused hand; I'll cry 
a lusty yell, and try 
to kick away the flies 

That astound 
that place of mine, confound 
that open wound. 

If you want me 
bring a PPPY 
to some lonely 

field. Sunshine looms 
too clm; bring it softly, soon, 
before my bareness blooms. 
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DOG DAYS 
STEPHEN DIXON 

I was crossing Broadway in the 80's when the light turned red and 
tr&c sped past. I waited at the crosswalk on me of those islands in 
the middle of the avenue when a dog rushed at me from the benches 
and sunk its teeth into my leg. I tried shaking it off. It growled but 
wouldn't let go. I swatted its head with my book and it snapped at my 
swinging hand and then put its teeth right back into my calf. I yelled 
"Goddamnit, whose dog is this, call it off." 

Three transvestites were sitting on the row of benches with two more 
normally dressed homosexuals. They were all looking and laughing. I 
kicked the dog with my other fwt  and it yelped but ran away this time 
as I fell to the ground. The five men laughed much harder, seeing me 
on my ass. I got up. The light turned green. My pants were ripped where 
the dog had bit me and I feIt saliva or blood or both leaking into my 
socks from the wound. The dog was sitting between two transvestites, 
licking himself. One of the transvestites tied a tattered cord to the scarf 
around the dog's neck and patted its head whwe I'd hit it. I limped over. 

"That your dog?" I said. 
"I ain't talking." 
"You just talked, Jersey," one of the more normally dressed homw 

sexuals said. 
"Why you going and tell this nice man what my name is, you pimp 

and a half." 
"I didn't tell him. I was only addressing you by what I thought was 

your name. It isn't?" 
"Why didn't you call your dog off' I said to Jersey. 
"Tbat's my business and when I want it to be yours, I'll tell you." 
"But he bit me." 
"I thought he only psyched you out." 
"He sunk his teeth into my leg twice." 
"Oh yeah? Show me. I got to have proof." 
I pulled up my pants leg to the calf. Blood was dribbling out of 

both sets of bites. 
W o o  whoo," one of the other transvestites said. "Show u?r some 

more leg, honey. You're almost getting me hot.'' 
"Oh god," and I let my pants leg down. 
"God had nothing to do with it," he said. 
"Who said that before you just said it?" Jersey asked him. "Some 

famous old movie queen." 
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DOG DAYS 29 

.= .-::~:3,- 

. :. r it. Oh, she was so funny and great." 
305 been vaccinated?" I said to Jersey. 
F are vaccinated. And for smallpox and polio, not animal bites." 

-2 dog shots. Has he had them?" 
:',:ndrpds of times." .. , - -:?re's his license? 
" -  :mked at his nails, b d e d  them on his thigh. "I don't like this - be said to the transvestite next to him. 'You?" 
'!nr do I know he hasn't rabies then? I said. 
:!-r\- do I h o w  you haven't rabies?" Jersey said. 

' hn ' t  you think it's important I know? Be reasonable. If he has - 2:1 I have to do is get treated for it." 
\-m. listen you. Either give us some more gam or make tracks. 

hewming a nuisance." 
'Ye has nice legs though," the transvestite next to him said. 
-72:" the third one said. 
-Those are musoles, not fat." 
5 e  other two men were laughing behind a newspaper. Jersey was 

-- - z  a bottle of nail polish. I said "You're all nuts and I'm calling a 
- ind crossed the avenue. 

'%ye bye," a couple of them said. I turned around. The two other 
-:-.-ertites were standing and waving at me with handkerchiefs. Jersey 
: ~l i sh ing  his nails. 
.I hlock away I saw two policemen talking to a man. The man was 

.--lr;ng with his hands in a way I'd never seen before and when I 
-r over, speaking a language I'd never heard. 

-Excuse me, officers, but I have to report something." 
*Just a second," one of them said. "This guy's trying to tell us some- 

:?z that's obviously pretty impontant to him but we can7t make out 
-:-.mi he says. That's not some Caribbean form of Spanish or South 
r-rica, is it?" 

-'Habla Espanol or Portuguese?" I said to the man. 
Taper hyper yoicher," he said. 
3 i e  Deutsch? Sprechen sie Deutsch or Franoais?" 
Toicher caper hyper." 
l17e're trying to h d  out what language you are speaking or you 

a n  understand," the policeman said vay  slowly to him. 
SIyper ~oicher caper," he seemed to say, "caper yoicher hyper." 

?en he shook his head and rolled up his trouser leg and pulled down 
T sock and pointed to a set of teeth marks on his ankle and dried blood 
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around it and stood up and made barking sounds and imitated an animal 
or human k ing  baring his teeth and biting down hard with them. 

"You've been bitten?" the policeman said. 
"That's what happened to me just now," I said. "By a dog." 
"It did? -Dog? Chieu? Cane?" he said to the man. "Mange cane?" 
"Yoicher hyper caper yoicher," the man said. 'Yoicher. Yoicher." 
I showed the man my own bite marks and pointed to his ankle and 

nodded and he nodded and smiled and said "Ya ya ya ya." 
"Where?" I pointed to our bites and then to the island a block away 

and made barking sounds and said "ThereY' 
'Ya ya ya ya. Caper caper hyper yoicher." 
'You've both been bitten by dogs then," the policeman said. 'You 

think by the same one?" 
'*I think we ought to go over and find out," I said. 
"What do you say, Kip?" he said to his partner. 
"Let's go over and see," Kip said. 
We all went over to the island. The five men were still sitting there. 

"OfEcer," Jersey said, standing up as we approached them, -1 want to 
make a complaint against this man," looking at me. 

"Just a second," the policeman said. 'These two men have a com- 
plaint against you. This your dog?" 

'That's exactly what my complaint's about. The foreigner I've never 
seen till before. All I know is I'm sitting here when suddenly he's yelling 
and babbling at us and then left. But this one," meaning me, "tried to 
accost me last night along the park side of Central Park West. When I 
refused to go into the park with him or do what he wanted me to do to 
him right there against the park wall for the whole city to see, he said 
he'd come back and get his revenge on me. Well he didn't last night. 
But ten minutes ago he tried to attack me on that bench. That's why my 
dog bit him. Out of protection for me." 

"That true?" Kip said to me. 
"It's so ridiculous I won't even answer it," I said. 
See?" Jersey said. "Now if you don't mind, I'm exhausted and going 

home." He started to walk away with his dog. Kip stopped him and 
told him to sit. 

Why? This man only proved who's right." 
Milos, the foreigner, started to shake his fist at Jersey. Jersey told 

him to stick it up. He shook both fists at Jersey. Jersey said "Maricon" 
and turned around and bumped his ass in Milos's direction. Milos jumped 
at him and had to be p d e d  away by the policemen. He shouted at Jersey 
"Hyper hyper yoicher caper. Caper." 

'What language he speaking?" Jersey said. 
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. '7.. trying to h d  out," Kip said. "Any of your friends maybe?" 
r t - i ~  language," one of the transvestites said, sewing a button 
. .,:+ . ' .. ,. "I bate them. They should all be sent back on the boats ~. 

" - 5  your dog a license?" the policeman said to Jersey. 
]at's your name, officer?" Jersey said. 

" 
:n. 
dog has a license, John, but it must have fallen off in the scuffle 

. . . - : man," meaning me. 
'7 %re was no scuffle," I said to John. 
Yolive already proven yourself a liar,'' Jersey said to me. "Now 

. -  c'-.onld shut up." 
'.:st then a derelict walked over and asked me what was wrong. 
--::e," I said. 

,%t a quarter? he said. 
':Vill you please leave me alone?" 
-11ut give me a quarter." 
-Get ant of here," Kip said, giving him a dime and shoving him off. 
-I'm really at a loss what to do for you guys," John said to me. "Kip? 
'You could press charges and we could take him in if you want: 

;: - ~ z i d  to me. 
T h a t  won't do any good," I said. "His dog should be picked up by 

. A  .%SPCA and tested for nabies. That way we won't have to take the 
.% ourselves." 

You're not taking my dog there," Jersey said. "He can't even stand 
.- ?z in my apartment." 

'I11 call in," John said. He hied his twc-way radio. I t  didn't work. 
Pon't  look at  me, old buddy," Kip said. "I left mine when you said 

.-I were bringing yours." 
7'11 call from the pay phone." I went with John to the drugstore. 

'.??lile he phoned I bought a bottle of iodine, applied it to my wounds 
:--1 then to Milos's ankle. 

-4 squad car came with its siren going and emergency lights twirling. 
*You buzzed?" the sergeant said from the car. 

"We want to know what to do about the dog," John said. 
'You should have asked station for that." He contaded the station 

huse  on the car radio. The station hwse said "Normal procedure, with 
or without a dog license, is for ASPCA to take the mutt and quarantine 
: t for seven days. I11 get them over." 

We waited. The station house called back a few minutes later and 
aid the ASPCA drivers were on strike. "You fellows will have to bring 
5e dog to the pound yourselves." 
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'He's not getting in my car without a cage," the sergeant told station 
house. 

"Hold on." Later: "No cages. All borrowed at one time or another 
and no need till now. We can get one by tonight. Take the dog ownm's 
name and address and tell him we'll pick up the dog at nine sharp 
tomorrow when we have a cage." 

"He won't give the right address," I said to the sergeant 
"Also get the names and addresses of an immediate family member 

and his present employer," the sergeant said to Kip. 
"They'll all be phonies," I said. 
Jersey said to Kip "I don't work now but I11 give you three genuine 

addresses which I have the papers to prove them: my own, my mother's 
and my best friends where I usually stay." 

"Which one you going to be at tomorrow at nine when we come to 
pick your dog up?" 

"My mother." 
"You be there now, you hear?" the sergeant said from the car. 
"I promise. My mother's a good woman. Not like me. I swear by 

everything holy and her name that I be there at nine with my dog." 
"Bull," I said. 
"Faggot," he said to me. 'You never get anything from anyone 

around here from now on. I'll tell them. 'Pull in your ayses when you see 
him,' I11 say. 'That faggot's dangerous and mean.' --Can I go now?" he 
asked Kip. 

"Let him loose," the sergeant said. 
Jersey walked away with his dog. His friends remained on the bench, 

talking about movies now: which ones they liked or disliked. The sw- 
geant had said he'd drive Milos and I to the hospital, but suddenly his 
swirling lights and siren were on and he drove off. 

'They were supposed to take us to emergency," I said to John. 
"I could get another squad car for you, but it might take a while. 

You'll be better off by bus." 
'We have to go to the hospital and be treated now," I said to Milos. 
'Yoicher hyper caper." 
I jabbed at myself while I nodded, made a cross in the air and 

pointed downtown. He looked confused. I hailed a cab and urged Milos 
to get in with me. During the ride I a~ked the driver if she'd ever heard 
this language before and I said to Milos "Say something. Speak. Hospital. 
L'hopital, Milos" and I pointed downtown and to my wounds and his 
bad ankle and nodded and he said 'Yoicber caper hyper hyper" and the 
driver said "No, I never have." 
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Doo DAYS 33 

- 3nd I went up to the admitting window of the emergency 
5-  hospital and I told the man there "We were both bitten by 
.Zn.i). dog and would like treatment for possible rabies right 

z ~ r r  us each a form to fill out and bring back to him when we 
.- ,= 

in the crowded waitingroom. One m,an waiting to be treated 
iv- 5otten into a razor or knife fight. His cheek and neck had 
''y slashed, blood was all over his head and clothes. Seeing me 

- r :: him, the man beside him said 'Window fell on his head. No 
-:and story window, bam, frame and all down on us both, but it 

:ike in a horseshoe game and only grazed my thigh." Another 
- mzxt have run into a nest of bees. I don't know where in this 
';:ie she kept her own hives. And a baby with a swelled-up belly 
..-.ung girl with towels wrapped around both her hands. I filled 
!?rrn, took my wallet out and removed some of my idedcat ion 

. - znd pointed to Milos's pocket and he did the same. All his papers 
- - ..-!ten in letters I didn't recognize. Then I saw a business card 

.r...,,, ..+an restaurant on the East Side. 'Yon Hungarian?" I said. 
... :.:nearian." 
.. ;lid to the waitingroom "Anyone here know Hungarian?" 
: I%-man stood up. "I don't," she said. 
byera1 people laughed. 
-?.st I'm Finnish," she said. 
Even several of the sick and injured people laughed. 
-?~lt  our two languages are somewhat alike. They're both branches 
-:-- Finno-Ugric." 

TIle Finno-whatwik?" someone said and just about everyone laughed. 
~FLnno-Ugric, which is a subfamily of the language family Uralic." 
-!!-ell I need you here, ma'am," I said whm the noise had died down. 

:* Tame over and talked to Milos and they seemed to understand many 
-':r words the other one spoke and she helped him fill out his form. 
.\ man came in held up by two men. They sat him down. One of the -- went to the admitting window and said "My friend there's been shot." 
-Have you seen a policeman." the admitting man said. 
-It happened right in front of the hospital just now. Didn't yon hear - \last?" 
-So. You should have summoned a policeman before you came in." 
"Hey Jack," he yelled, "they want us to get a policeman first." 
lack, sitting at the other end of the room beside the wounded man, 

i.1 They crazy. First emergency, then a policeman." 
Tirst emergency, then a policeman, my friend says." 
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34 THE SOUTH CAROLWA REVIEW 

"Can the person whds shot fill out the admitting form?" 
'He's bleeding to death, probably dying. He got it in the stomach. 

We thought we were lucky that it happened right in front of your place." 
"You oan fill it out then, but you'll be responsible for the ten dollar 

admitting fee." 
"I don't write but Jack does, and between us we don't haw 20 cents." 
"Fee temporarily waived then," and he stamped that on the form. 

"But your friend Jack must put his address and signature here so we 
can send him the bid." 

A woman came in with a burnt arm and back. Her hair was singed. 
She was alone. A path was cleared for her when she made her way to 
the window and a few people held their noses as she passed. The ad- 
mitting man said "Yes?" She tried to speak. She fell to the floor. He called 
over the public address system for two aides. They came out of the 
swinging doors in back and put her on a stretcher and carried her inside. 

What  about our rabim?" I said, giving the admitting man our two 
oompleted forms. "For all we know we can be getting the disease this 
moment, and once you do you've had it I understand." 

"Were either of you bitten on the head or face?" 
"No." 
"Splenius, sternocleidomastoid, anywhere near the larynx or voice 

box?" 
"I was bit twice on the calf and the Hungarian man once on the 

ankle. And the skin broke in all three bites and the dog's saliva got in." 
"The incubation period for your type of bites is rarely less than 15 

days and I guarantee you'll be in the examining rooms and being treated 
by then." 

I asked the Finnish woman to tell MiIos what the man had just said. 
She again left her father in the care of the stranger sitting beside him 
and went over and spoke to Milos. He shook his head and began repeat- 
ing something to her. 

"He's apparently saying the incubation period might be for 15 days. 
But you have to take virus injections in the stomach for 14 days right 
from the day you were bitten, which leaves you both with only one day 
left, he says, and conceivably he about ten minutes less than you." 

I told the admitting man what Milos had said. 
"So you got one day left. You're still not going to be waiting here 

that long. And the chances of even a dog contracting rabies are practically 
nonexistent in this city, so please sit down." He called the man who was 
shot into the examining room. The two friends helped the man in and 
then left. 
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Doc DAYS 35 

' - -x?i!ed another hour. The child with the swollen belly and the 
'% cut face and the father of the Finnish lady were all taken 

Len the beebite lady and Milos and I were called. We sat in 
?all examining rooms with four other patients, all on stools 

- .  my knees touching the bees  of the Finnish man whose 
--. standing behind him and holding his hand, said he'd come in 
-!inter removed that she had dug and dug at but d d n ' t  reach. 

- I  ,I-oman patient was telling a man with a bad cough of the 
1 Dalmatian that had bi.&n her this afternoon. 
I coincidence," I said, "for I got l$t tm." 

jx ..ere," the beebite lady said. 
-i of you by Dalmatians?" the young woman said. 

, ,. a pack of bees." 
.'' nr was a mutt Yours couldn't have been on Broadway in the 

- P 
.&cut." 
I I only got bit by a dog in Connecticut," the beebite lady 

.. least only by one bee. But hundreds. Right on West 51st Street 
?ar t  of the restaurant district when I'm out dumping my garbage 

- 
-e young woman said she was driving in on the turnpike when she 
car ride off the road right in front of her and turn over a couple 

- -5 before it came up on its wheels. "I parked. A few cars got there 
. -- me and someone said the driver looked dead but that there was 

.I on the seat who wouldn't let them open the door to help the man. 
1- windows were shattered. I tried coaxing the dog out. I've a way 
:iem and especially Dalmatians-I've two myself. When it wouldn't - nith words I held a strip of beef jerky through the window to get 
'-I miff it and eventually follow it out of the car with me, and he 

-y hand." 
.\ nurse asked each of us our medical problems and assigned the 

:-:!e lady and the man who had the window fall on him to special 
7 ~ .  The man with the cough was given a throat swab and prescription 
.old to call back tomorrow for the results. A doctor came in, gave 
rpst of us tetanus shots, washed our wounds and while the nurse 
wed the Finnish m'an for minor surgery, bandaged us up and asked 
3:t the dogs who bit us. 
Slina, the young woman, said she'd phoned Connecticut just before 

; - - I  \{.as told the Dalmatian was licensed, had had all his sh& and was 
- . V  quarantined, and the doctor said the vets there will h o w  if the dog 

mvs any clinical signs of rabies within seven days. 'What about your 
T?" he asked Milos and me. 
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Tt has no license and probably never had shots or will ever be 
found," I said and he told me if the dog isn't confined in two days we 
should retuzll to this hospital and begin taking our fixed virus shots. 

"I hear they can be very painful," I said. 
"And possible severe reactions to the treatments can happen, so in 

actual faat we don',t recommend them." 
"But if we get rabies we can go into convulsions and die." 
"There hasn't been a reported case of rabies bite in the city for more 

than 20 years." 
"Maybe this is the one. Or the man was from out of state and only 

visiting the city for the day." 
"There weren't a hundred reported rases in the entire country last 

year and most of those attacking rabid animals weren't dogs." 
"What would you do?" I asked him. 
"I'd take the $ections," Mina said. 
-1 wouldn't," he said. "Though in the end that comes down to a 

personal and not a professional decision, so I know how tough it must 
be for all of you." 

"I'll make up my mind in two days." I got Milos's phone number and 
said to the Finnish woman "Tell him I11 call in a couple of days to report 
if the dog's been found. If it isn't, say he'll then have to speak to his own 
people and make up his own mind on whether he wants to go through 
with the virus shots." 

Miua, Milos and I went to a coffee shop across the street. I told Mina 
I'd like to take her out for dinner one night this week and she said '1 
don't think it'd be too good an idea as I'm sort of seeing someone now." 

"But w've had too inauspicious and eventful and coincidental a 
beginning not to see what develops next." 

"Those are just wolds, of course. But I don't suppose a single dinner 
with you can matter that much and we can also 6nd out how we all made 
out with our bites." She gave me her phone number. The three of us 
shook hands and took separate buses home. 

I called the police station the next day and the man at the desk said 
the f i t  add~ess Jersey gave was a phony and they're now trying to run 
him down at either his own apartment or where he said his friends live. 

"This is a real emergency," I said. "As even the injeotion treatments 
for rabies can sometimes be fatal, so this other man and I want to avoid 
them at all costs." 

I called the station the next day and the policeman said "All three 
addresses were phonies and we don't know what else to do for you now." 

"I know where Jersey and his type hang out." 
"You one of them?" 
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Doc DAYS 37 

-So, I just live in the neighborhood and walk around a lot. And I 
.+ 5 a t  on the island near Loew's 83d  is where many of the transvestites - ro hang out these days, though every other month or so they switch 

mother island a block or two no& or south." 
'If you see him let us how," and he gave me a special number to call. 
I went to the island on Broadway. One of the transvestites of two 

:..x ago was sitting alone on a bench. 
'Excuse me," I said, "but do you h o w  where I can find your friend 

--cy?" 

"Yo friend Jersey, have none. She friend of yoursy 
-Jersey's dog bit me the other day and I'm trying to find it to see 

:? has rabies." 
'Oh yeh, now I remember. Bad scene. Too many police." 
"Can you tell me where Jersey is?" 
"She and her dog dead." 
'No, really." 
'Yeh, really, dead. Hit by a car." 
3 0 t h  killed by the same car? Around here?" 
*She no die, just her dog. Ballpark, she call him. The dog. Jersey 

-nt to California. Picked up right on this comer here by some new queer 
:-Y stops his oar and says 'I love you, honey, what's your name? And 
. -y made it-just like that." 

"I could still h d  out if the dog had lrabies if you knew when and 
..-here the accident took place and what they might have done with the 
'-r's body." 

"Her dog no die either. He run away. Ballpark. Jersey let her go 
-*->en she gets in that rich queer's car. 'Freedom,' she says to Ballpark 
ixd Ballpark runs. And 'I love you, Jersey,' that queer says when she 
I:\= him her name. Oh boy." 

"Is that the truth now? It's kind of a life and death situation for me 
.iat I know." 

"I don't h o w  Jersey no more. Don't want to. Mean mother. You 
~ 5 . .  Lie and cheat, lie and cheat. I hate them all. And all her friends 
.m, rich or poor." 

"Can yon at least tell me where she's staying or give me the name 
and address of someone who might know?" 

"No. No one knows. And if I see her I don't speak to her or say 
kllo. I say n&ing. I walk past. Besides, I hear she goes to Las Vegas 
ix good with a gambler who gives up from his wife and kiddies for her 
~ n d  now only likes gays. Laugh. Because Jersey's no gay. That's true." 

I called Mina that night. 
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THE S o m  CAROLINA REVIEW 

"I'm sony," she said, "but Lewis who?" 
"The fellow w h ~  was bitten by a dog the same day as  yau." 
"Of course. You how,  I told that stotoly about us to my roommate 

and she said WOW, that only happens in movies where you get married 
the next week and reqet racing into it a month later and have major 
calamities and break-ups together but live h a d y  e m  after for life,' 
though of wwse she was only kiddmng. HOW'S your bite?" 

"They still can't find the dog." 
"That's temble. Mine's healing nicely. And so far the dog seems so 

okay that I'm even planning to adopt it. You going to take those treat- 
ments? It's been two days." 

"I think I'll stick it out. Would you like to have dinner with me 
tonight?" 

"I'm afraid that person I said I'm sort of seeing I'm sort of engaged 
to now, so I don't think I can " 

"I'll call back next week to find out about your dog and you. Maybe 
by then you'll also have changed your mind." 

"I dodt think so, but thanks." 
The police never found Jersey or the dog. I called Mina again after 

our incu'bation paiod for rabies was over and her roommate answered 
and said "Mina? That son of a bitch split on her honeymoon to Bermuda 
and left me with her two stinking Dalmatians and another one that bites 
people on the way. Who is this?' 

"Lewis." 
"She left a message for you, Lewis, that she told me to read to you 

if you call again. It says 'I d~dn't know your phone number so I couldn't 
call you with what I forgot to remind you about the last time you called. 
And I was in too much of a m h  to get off on my honeymoon trip to wait 
the two days bhe hospital said it would take to locate your records. But 
I wanted to make sure, if that dog that bit you isn't found, to phone that 
Hungarian man to tell him a lot of people would think it advisable for 
him to take the ten to 14 day vamne treatment for rabies.' That's it. So 
long." 

I'd completely forgotten about MSos I called the restaurant number 
he gave me and the man who answered said "No Mllos, sir, tonight. Can't 
speak English please. Tonight." 

I called back that night and the restaurant owner said "Milos is in 
the kitchen now washing the dishes. He's doing a fine job here and not 
sdfering from any rabies or illness we can see. Want me to have him 
call you back?" 

"No thanks." 
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TWO POEMS BY STEPHEN KENNEDY 

NEIGHBORHOOD OF FISH 

OR and on, fish appear to me. 
On unexpected days 
a pike will be visible in a pine tree, 
hanging like a needle, or 
a trout will ride by on a gold bicyole, 
its eyes aimed straight ahead, or 
a thin perfect perch will sell me some brushes, 
and yes, once a school of minnows 
flew through the blue air. 

I have yet to see 
a shark cut thlongh tall grass seeking blood, 
a child on his back, or a bony carp 
thTcnv the newspaper into my roses. 
Soon the squinting porpoise will knock, 
faint fmm swimming in wrong water, 
and flash me his sidelong smile. 

SETTLING IN WITH BIRDS 

At %st I tolerated the mows, 
their black pecking at my legs. 
I appreciated my mid-calf boots. 
Thm was so little blood, 
and so much work on the fann. 

Even when my wife asked me .to remove a sparrow 
long dead between two window panes 
I braved it: a clothes-hanger, a sack, 
and after ten minutes it was gone. 
Only the head had popped off 
like a cork out of a bottle, 
and a few ~ T Y  feathers had flown. 
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But then starlings began flying into my grill 
as if the truck were a huge black gnat, 
and some wrapped themselves around the antenna 
at sixty miles an hour. 
My wife came to panic, 
and I worried for our child due in May. 

And one cool night I dreamed my father died 
and a flock of geese with human heads 
followed the procession to the grave. 
I woke to a robin pecking lightly at the glass. 

I thought, maybe I shouldn't have shot the quail, 
or should have stoned the cats 
who got such easy prey. 
I read books: the effects of weather on wildlife, 
how to repel unwanted things, and stories of owls 
in broken pine trees. 

I called my mother: expect the worst, she said, 
telling me nothing. 

Finally I gave in. 
Now I am nearly used to their presence, 
and I go among them hardly a stranger. 
They take the grain, the cats have gone, 
and only once, when my infant boy 
waved a huge blue jay from his toys, 
has blood been drawn. 
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BIRTH OR DEATH: 
ELIOT'S "TOURNEY OF THE MAGI" AND 

''X SONG FOR SIMEON" 

JOHN T. HIERS 

Eliot's "Journey of the Magi" and "A Song for Simeon" invite com- 
parative analysis. They appear side by side in the Ariel Poems and juxta- 
pose the thoughts of two witnesses of the Christ Child. Neither of these 
witnesses fully comprehends the ramifications 04 his reflections on the 
Nativity in t e rms 'd  the Crucifixion and Resurrection. But the magus 
and Simeon significantly contrast in their reactions. The magus sees a 
new path to truth which he must follow with much uncertainty as to the 
outcome. Simeon comes to illustrate the willing death of the old Judaic 
order in the consoling lmowledge that the Messiah has come. In short, 
"Journey of the Magi" and "A Song for Simeon" may be read as com- 
panion pieces, each giving balance and definition to the other. 

''Journey of the Magi" is a personal recollection by one of the wise 
men of his journey to the Nativity. I t  is long after the event, but the 
magus vividly recalls the hardships of the winter journey in conversa- 
tional understatement: 

A cold corning we had of it, 
Just the worst time of the year 
For a journey, and such a long journey. 
The ways deep and the weather sharp, 
The very dead of winter. (1-5)l 

Almost everything about the journey to the Nativity ironically reminds 
him of di5culty and death-the weather, the landscape, the hostile towns 
and camel men. From the beginning the magus is troubled about this 
journey to a bi& which comes to have portents of a strange death. 

If the event of the poem is the Nativity, Eliot nevertheless empha- 
sizes agony and death. The magus says that they had empirical evidence 
of birth, but "'this Birth was/Hard and bitter agony for us, like Death, 
our death" (38-39). The magus readily looks back to the event but not 
with relief that the difficult and puzzling experience is over. The troubling 
questions raised by the advent of a new moral order which Christ em- 

T.S. Eliot Collected P o r n  1909-1962 (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 
Inc., 1963). 
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bodies increase rathe?. than diminish in intensity. Since the journey-a 
symbolic journey which all Christians must repeat-the magus feels 
more and more alienated from his own people and his own laws. No 
longer satisfied with "the old dispensation," he maintains that "I should 
he glad of another death" (41, 43). Like Simeon, the magus w d d  wel- 
come death as an outlet from his anguish; but unlike Simeon, he finds no 
comfort and peace from his encounter with the Messiah. 

The magus, however, does not fully comprehend the mystery and 
the scope of the death which he desires. On the one hand, he desires 
physical death because his life is no longer familiar and easy. On the 
other hand, this wish implies the essential Christian paradox-symbolic 
death and rebirth in Christ. He does not see the significance of "three 
trees on the low sky" and "an old white horse" (24, 25)-they rem'ain 
indelible, troubling images impressed on his memory rather than portents 
of the Crucifixion and the Second Corning. Hence, the Anowledge and 
power he held in his old way of life are insu5cient to render f d y  com- 
prehensible the divine implications of the Nativity. 

Nevertheless, in spite of all previous hardships and present uncer- 
tainties, the magus has no doubt about the vital importance of the Na- 
tivity. And such opinions as Grover Smith's that the magus "has reached 
the end of one world, but despite his acceptance of the revelation as 
valid, he cannot gaze into a world beyond his own" fail to convey the 
courage of the magus' willingness to gaze beyond. The magus, for ex- 
ample, says, '? would do it Imake the journey] again" (33). And in this 
decision lies the strength of the man and of the poem. He made the &st 
journey on faith and with a willingness to surrender his will despite "the 
voices singing in our ears, saying1That this was all folly" (19-20). Now 
he knows for certain that the journey is very d%cult and, further, that 
his peace of mind, indeed, his whole life as he knew it, has changed 
because of this experience which he can neither fully understand nor 
explain. Ye< deeply troubled as he is, he would still commit himself again. 

Although written with implied dramatic smcture (the magus is 
talking to someone), ultimately "Journey of the Magi," like "A Song for 
Simeon," is very introspective. It becomes a dialogue with the self. The 
straight narrative of the journey in the fist two stanzas changes to 
speculation of the event in the third. Here the magus asks: "were we led 
all that way for/Birth or Death?" (35-36). He asks the question to him- 
self as much as to his implied listener. He forever lost a life of content- 

2 Grover Smith, Jr., T.S. Eliot's Poetly and Plays (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1956), p. 124. 
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ment when he made the &st journey. Since, he has made the journey 
over and over in his mind. His life is now one of meaningful wonder and 
anticipation, but also one of continuous dissatisfaotion. 

Consequently, ''Journey of the Magi" finally is about the alienation 
and isolation of the magus from the prevalent social and ecclesiastical 
orders. The isolation which he feels in the present began on the journey 
before he ever saw the child: 

There were times we regretted 
The summer palaces on slopes, the terraces, 
And the silken girls bringing sherbert. (8.10) 

The &f6culculties of the journey make the magi regret the leisure of their 
past, which certainly did not prepare them physically or spiritually for 
their joumey. From the outset they begin to be alienated from their past. 
Proceeding, the magi find fmther isolation not only from their own 
camel men who curse, grumble, and run away, but also from townships 
which ideally should be places of refuge: "And the cities hostile and the 
towns unfriendlylhd the villages dirty and charging high prim" (14- 
15). Thus, the alienation of the final stanza is a culmination of that which 
began from the first. The journey to Christ isolates one from both past 
and present, and in the magus' case, this process is even more agonizing 
since he is not fully aware of the Resurrection and its meanings. Rather, 
his spirit has been stirred, and he senses the need for further quest. The 
"great weariness and disillusionment" which Elizabeth Drew finds in 
the conclusion is only an adequate description of the magus' present- 
not for his future death, which is now pregnant with new spiritual 
possibilities. 

Like the magus, Simeon in "A Song for Simeon" awaits death. Yet 
Simeon is perhaps a more puzzling character than the magus. One is 
never really sure how much of the future he sees. According to Luke's 
account Simeon apparently has a traditional Jewish conception of the 
Messiah. Also in the Biblical account Simeon is not the introspective, 
weary old man whom Eliot depicts. In the presence of the child in the 
temple Simeon says: 

"Lord, now lettest thou thy servant 
depart in peace, 

according to thy word; 

3 Elizabeth Drew, T.S. Eliot: The Design of his Po- (New York: Charles 
Scribneis Sons, 1949), p. 122. 
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for mine eyes have seen thy 
salvation 

which thou hast prepared in the 
presence of all peoples, 

a light for revelation to the Gentiles. 
and for g!ory to thy people Israel." 

Here Simeon envisions the Messiah according to Jewish ecclesiastiml 
history. He speaks of revelation and glory for Israel and the world, while 
Eliot's Simeou speaks of desolation and sorrow, welcomes death, and 
generally concentrates on himself. 

If Eliot's magus suffers alienation from both his past and present 
social order, Simeon also feels estranged by the imposition of Roman 
law and custom. He begins his supplication to the Lord with an allusion 
to the conquering Romans: "Lord, the Roman hyacinths are blooming 
in bowls and/The winter sun creeps by the snow hills" (1-2). As in 
"Journey of the Magi," the winter season mirrors the spiritual plight of 
the land, the emotional state of the narrator, and, by implication, the 
Christian paradox of salvation from death. Simeon projects his dejection 
into the futnre: 

Who shall remember my house, where shall live my 
children's children 

When the time of sorrow is come? 
They will take to the goat's path, and the fox's home, 
Fleeing from the foreign faces and the foreign swords. (13-17) 

Foreign domination, that ancient Jewish curse, continues to plague this 
devout man of God. 

For Simeon, then, the birth of Christ simu~taneously means his own 
death, and he seems to welcome the birth as much for this personal 
implication as for its cosmic ones. He states: 

Naw at this hirth season of decease, 
Let the Infant, the still unspeaking and unspoken Word, 
Grant Israel's consolation 
To one who has eighty years and no tc-morrow. (22-25) 

The conso~lation of Israel is the salvation which Christ was prophesied to 
bring to the chosen people and ultimately to the world. But the thrust 

4 The Orfmd Annotated Bible, Revised Standard Version (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1962), Luke 2:29-32. 
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of Simeon's request remains on the personal level. "Necessarily ignorant 
of the meanings of the Crucifixion and Resurrection," says Floyd C. 
Watkins, Simeon "thinks neither of the people who will be saved nor of 
the Messiah himself." For Simeon, Christ's birth means the peace of his 
own death. The Incarnation has only personal meaning. The magus de- 
sires death because, having seen the Christ, he can no longer he content. 
Simwn wishes for death because he can now he content with the per- 
sonal knowledge that God has intervened in history. Neither understands 
the real nature of this intervention in terms of Christ's own death, but 
Simeon has the satisfaction of knowing that he will at last receive the 
peace which he so richly deserves. 

The "time of cords and scourges and lamentation," the "stations of 
the mountain of desolation," 'the certain hour of maternal sorrow" (18, 
20, 21)-all of these images of the Crn&on and hence of the Resur- 
rec?ion and salvation Simeon apparently takes as more trials and tribu- 
lations for Israel. As a probable student of Isaiah's prophecies he knows 
that tribulation will accompany the Messiah. But certainly this mood is 
not indicative of full comprehension of the triumph of the Resurrection. 
For Simeon, however, all of this future agony is of less consequence than 
his promised peace in death. The infant in the temple represents a 
culmination of his life of charity, faith, and concern as well as the cul- 
mination of centuries of Jewish prophetic history. Having seen the 
Messiah, Simeon, unlike the magus, can now have peace since Simeon 
can see a contiunity between the old moral order and the new. Because 
of this personal sense of continuity he can know peace, whereas the 
magus can only hope for death as an alternative to his alienation. 

Simeon has no desire to participate in either the glory or derision 
he lmows are prophesied by Isaiah. 

According to thy word. 
They shall praise Thee and suffer in every generation 
With glory and derision, 
Light upon light, mounting the saints' stair. 
Not for me the martyrdom, the ecstasy of thonght and prayer, 
Not for me the ultimate vision. (26-31) 

The light of the future bums dimly to Simeon's old eyes, but he sees 
enough to face death with anticipation rather than regret. Moreover, he 

6 Floyd C. Watkins, The Flesh and the Wmd (Nashville: Vanderbilt University 
Press, 1971), P. 61. 
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sees his death as his only real link with the future: "I am dying in my 
own death and the deaths of those after me" (36). His death is mean- 
ingful in both past and future. For Simeon's death signals the death of 
the old law and the dawn of the new. Therefore, Simeon would depart, 
but he does not bear the burdens of uncertainty and agony that lie upon 
the shoulder of the magus. He has seen God's salvation, and the peace 
of his death is the peace of this certainty. 

In treating the magns and Simeon, Eliot has wrought many signifi- 
cant changes in the Biblical accounts. While these accounts of the 
Nativity and of Simeon's blessing Christ in the temple end on notes of 
joy and glory, Eliot:s poems concentrate on suffering and death. For 
Eliot, the central point of the Nativity is that paradoxically its purpose 
is Christ's eventual death and that to gain the salvation which Christ 
brings, the Christian mmt symbolically die in his old life and be reborn 
spiritually. By juxtaposing the magus, a wise man from the East who is 
outside of the Judaic tradition, with Simeon, a priest and prophet steeped 
in the old law hut not wedded to it, Eliot accomplishes two purposes. 
The magus comes to represent God's intervention into history as it ap- 
plies to the Gentile world; Simeon sees and symbolizes the death of the 
old Jewish order with the assurance that Christ will establish another. 
Through this comparison one sees not only a religious tradition on the 
threshold of new meaning and fruition, hut also an entire world in a 
disturbed anticipation of the new era. Both witnesses illustrate that life 
gains its ultimate meaning through suffering and derision, alienation and 
death. Christ's b*h has redehed man's concept of both meaningful life 
and death. 

PHONE CALL 

the distance thaws 
and silence turns to floods 
and i fall mouth deep in hope 
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LOSING ALTITUDE 

I gray and become 
one on the move, 
ferocious, loveable, 
useful as poker chips. 
I wonder about flying 
over Dakota's snow, 
a serial number & shadow. 
Keeping faith 
with a magazine 
and second scotch, 
I relax eastward 
like a cash register 
closed out for the day. 
Far ahead, bed hard 
by sleep's luscious fuel, 
I & on how 
tall women talking 
will fill the bars 
in Chicago tonight 
like electricity; 
How home is 
a lakefront of bandits 
bootlegging spirit. 
I grow comfortable 
in my dress; I fit 
this swift nest. 
The engine jumps 
like a dental patient. 
My drink spills 
into a flannel stain, 
a hiahmark spreading 
larger than the century 
I descend from quickly. 

-4. E. MURRAY 
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THE PERFECT WOMAN 

Nine years ago I began my search 
I cashed all my U.S. Savings Bonds, 
Sold the car and the house, 
Shipped Edna, most of the money, and all three ldds 
To Columbus to live with her mother. 
( I  told her I had a vision of God, 
Who told me to give up my worldly goods 
And to make myself perfeot by prayer 
And by total seclusion.) 
Then I began. 

I was careful not to succumb to the usual pitfalls. 
I had no method; I made no plans; 
I never wondered how I would know her 
When and if ever I met her. 
I knew I could never completely search 
The whole United States, 
Much less the continent, much less 
The world - so I never tried. 
I was clever enough to know 
That what I wanted to do could never be done. 
So I set about it by doing nothing. 
The Perfect Woman: 
I had to h d  her by accident, 
By letting her come to me. 

The papers frequently mentioned me with amusement, 
Sometimes with contempt. 
Newsweek printed a three-column story 
Complete with quotations from Edna 
(Who stoutly maintained that I had been called by God) 
And pictures of all three kids. 
A woman in Oregon offered $5,000 
To anyone who could locate and hold me 
Long enough for her to meet me and show me 
Her many charms. 
But they never found me: 
I hitchhiked in all directions, 
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Taking whatever ride was available. 
I rode with farmers and cowboys and car thieves 
And hardhats and strippers and salesmen 
And once with two talented sisters who made me 
An offer I couldn't refuse. 
I told them all my story, what I was doing; 

Some of them laughed and thought I was crazy, 
But most of them understood. 
The men, especially the mamed men, 
Looked at me with a look 
That said what it said. 
And all of them, after they got to know me, 
Told me how I couId tell, without fail, 
The Perfect Woman, 
When and if ever I met her. 

She lets you wear the pants. 
She makes yon feel good. 
She never talks back except when she knows 
You need to have her talk back. 
She has big tits. 
She looks up to you, 
Even when you are down. 
She understands when you drink too much. 
She lets you blow off steam. 
She is the moon and you are the earth: 
Her life revolves around yours. 
She wants to have ldds but not too many. 
She never looks older than you. 
She loves you as hard as she can 
And never lets go. 

Every man I met on my aimless journey 
Told me these things. 
I couldn't help thinking that most of them had 
An Edna somewhere in their lives, 
And that I would have said the same things 
A short time ago. 
But I knew they were wrong. 
Even when they were right, 
I knew they were wrong. 
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Whatever she is, 
The Perfed Woman is more 
Than a married man's dream. 

The women I hitched my rides with had different ideas. 
They were vain and perceptive enough to tell me 
That men don't know what a good woman is. 
Then, to show me how right they were, 
They told me, practically word for word, 
What a man's definition 
Of perfect womanhood is - 
And they were right! 
Then, to set my thinking straight, they told me 
How I conld tell, without fail, 
The Perfeot Woman, 
When and if ever I met her. 

She doesn't cook for a man or keep house for a man 
Or surrender any part of her life 
Just because of a man. 
She is nobody's little woman or better half 
Or Mrs. or helpmate. 
She helps herself; she owns her own life. 
Her tits are whatever size she grows them - 
Not for the highest bidder. 
She wants to be loved for what she is, 
And she doesn't want to be rushed. 
She knows that love is forever, 
Even if lovers aren't. 
She knows that a good man is better 
When he has a woman somewhere in his life. 

The Perfeot Woman: 
Everyone knows what she is, 
But no one has seen her. 

Then one night in Denver, I think, 
After spending three years on the road, 
I saw her. 
I looked down the street 
And saw her two blocks away: 
Standing wearing a long white coat 
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Waiting for someone or something, 
While snow fell from the sky 
And anointed her hair. 
I wuldn't see he?. face - she was too far away - 
But I knew it was her. 
The distance between us convinced me 
All the more: it had to be her. 
I ran down the first long block 
I shouted something, I can't remember. 
She turned, she saw me, I think she smiled - 
But just as I reached the comer, 
The light turned red: 

light-years of traffic 
roared between us, 
breaking the subtle thread. 

By the time I crossed the street, she was gone. 
I ran to where she had been. 

I tried to fhd someone 
Who lllight have seen where she went. 
There was no one there, 
Then a tap on the shoulder: 
A heat-up whore called me John 
And opened her dirty white coat and showed me 
Where I could have a good time. 

So I lost her, 
And something inside me told me 
To go back to Edna again. 
I called her collect and told her that God 
Had visited me in the monastery 
And told me to leave the brotherhood 
And return to my former life. 
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That was six years ago. 
Now I am back where I was 
Before I began. 
To look at me, no one would know 
I had ever been gone. 
But sometimes at night, 
When everyone else is in bed, 
I think of The Flying Dutchman, 
Of Galahad and of Jason, 
Of all our mythical brothers, lost in the dark. 
Then I turn the light on 
And float some ice cubes in bourbon 
And think of my own doomed quest 
In search of The Perfect Woman 

I never did find her. 
But now I know that I know her 
And always have - 
She waits for me now, tonight, 
One mile down the road: 
She calk my name from the shore 
Of forgotten dreams: 
I see her eyes in the eyes 
Of a neighbor's young daughter, 
Her smile in the smile 
Of the girl who works in the drug store. 

And so, in my own modest way, 
I, too, am a hero. 
Each time I launch the old Buick 
And set my course south 
For Ed and Mae's Market, 
Each time I take our crew to the park 
To let them run wild for an hour; 
Each time I journey forth, 
Whatever the reason - 
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I am Jason, hot in pursuit 
Of the Golden Fleece; 
I am Galahad in my quest 
For the Holy Grail; 
But most of all I am him, 
The Flying D u t c h :  
Beating against the wind 
Off the Cape of Good Hope 
In doomsday weather, 
Damned to wander forever 
The sea of my life. 

LEFTOVER 

His face raised, 
he trots along the edges of gardens 
and then into the driveway. He has to cross 
a moonlit patch of gravel, and he slows, 
glancing either way, the food close now. 
He puts his front feet 
on the &st step and waits. Then 
it is too much for him, and he goes up the stairs 
and over to the pan. He does not eat the meat there. 
He takes both pieces in his mouth, turns 
and runs down the stairs and across the gravel 
and out into the field. He eats the liver, 
tossing it back down his throat without question. 

A man stands 
behind a window, facing a dog, who stands, 
one forepaw bent. 
Then the man moves, and the dog recognizes him 
and turns, his eye still on the man, and walks 
quickly along the driveway and out the gate. 
The man drops his gaze and goes into his kitchen. 

A young woman is washing dishes. 
The man walks out of the kitchen 
and into a bedroom where wooden airplanes 
hang from the ceiling. He lies down on the bed, 
picks up a book and immediately feels drowsy. 
He pulls the quilt over himself and goes to sleep. 

t 531 
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Against the house the dog sleeps in a box, 
believing it is all here, there will be more. 
His legs jerk as he dreams. 

A fox chews his leg to free himself 
from a trap. He turns his face upwards 
and whines at the sky and again bends to his work. 
He sees snow. Nearby, a stream bubbles. 
He longs for water. He is all pain. 
The low, gray sky settles on him. 
Somewhere in these woods, under a ledge, 
is his den, behind the roots of a tree. 
After he chews off his foot, he will try to go there. 

AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

She's left the cracked stairs to us 
to re-build or mend, shingles to patch, 
storm-windows warped like swollen eyes 
to hang against winter. 

The floors are scratched and pocked 
from dragged and fallen things. 

In the comer there's some wood 
splintered from somewhere, 
a mute communicant, 
muttering Latin prayers in succession 
to itself. 

I remember the rampant lion 
from the photographs. 
I t  h a  figured its own sunrival, 
like a plant along a highway. 
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It's too late this year 
for black flies and furious birds: 
the moths have turned pale; 
snowflakes, like mummers, fall. 

In bushes and tangles of limbs banged down, 
in the prescient cracking 
of twigs underfoot, 
I listen for the aunt 
who ran out on her blood, 
in the November wind. 

The hutch doors scrape on their hinges. 
Pheasants, 
hand-carved in maple, 
form processions of mourners, 
celebrants. I'm told the trees turned brass 
the month her craftsman husband 
died a huntsman's death- 
Death by drowning, the papers said, 
calling truck wheels home 
from the ends of three counties, 
while sons packed larger trucks, plied east 
for overseas- 

She counted those who returned on a hand, 
where two had failed. 

I come, 
a nephew twice removed, 
to this course for tugpjng mice, 
to these chairs, this sofa, 
filigreed with nets 
spiders have spread 
from the hearth to the oeiling: 
They've usurped the he .  
Light ,tests the stairs 
her husband trusted. 
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An aboriginal campsite: 

Pots and dented pans 
under the sink's stripped plumbing; 
four broken-back spindle-backed chairs; 
assortments of rags 
like faded constellations: 
The kitchen-table's slats widen to weather 
the windows, cracked, could not persuade away. 

An empty kerosene lamp 
in the leaning shed out back. 

My inheritance. 

I had hoped a note or diary snrvived, 
despite this musty archive 
I might root out my past, 
that the third generation 
might cut cords to the fist 
with his city hands. 
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COLD NIGHT 

The bankers were dreaming of vaults, 
the fke trucks asleep in their stalls 
when the cold crept down thru the bones 
of our hood and the carburetor died. 
We'd thought to make it home 
but the gauge was registering wrong. 

Keep away Father & neighbors, we're drunk 
on a Sailor's gin. Out of cigarettes, 
an empty pack of fence posts, 
an unwelcoming gravel drive. 
The fawn lies in the upholstery 
smooth as a yotmg bride. 
The armrest hangs out behind 
like the paw of a lion. 

While someone's gone for 
gasoline well build 
a fire by the gate 
and wait, and wait, and 
wait. 

Keep away Father & neighbors, 

we're drunk on a Sailor's ,@I. 

At home the mouse keeps 
its place on the piano and 
the bunny hides in the shade. 
But now I'm drunk on 
a Sailor's gin and morning 
may bring disgrace. 

- W ~ I A M  PAGE 
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EPICS OF AMERICA XXVII: SEX AND ITS 
OPPOSITE, THE PRAIRIE 

i 
The sexless prairie. 
Widowgrass burning in sheets. 
Cars passing in and out of the sides of mountains. 
I dunk my hand loosely into my body. 

ii 
Oglala Sioux whiten their ponies 
Indistinguishable from the wind 
They pass wounding clouds 

In drying bones' chalk 
Night blows limply over the tribe 
Feeding it to wounds in the air 

iii 
Leaves rustle in the night. 
A dark blue pony 
Masses 
Then fades into the winter. 
I become my double 

iv 
All night 8trnckers 
Blend with the wound history makes in them 
Shudder over their coffee 

Who has a home? 

Whose massive lorry is not his double 
Part of his loneliness? 

I look at my hand, 

The hand knows the sexy burden of the truck 

The crossfie of wind 
The blue face of morning 
Dumping the universe 
Casually over Cedar Rapids 

-FREDERIC W m  
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A FLEETING HOPE 

when we are grown 
Yet YOU% 

our souls are clearest 

you're twenty-two 

how then can i 
(diluting older) 

help loving you 
at your most intimate 
self 

but how can you 
love me who knows 
not where to push 
the impending wrinkles from 
skin even bones 
my marrow 

and if 
by bravery i achieve 
what i once 
was (or better since 
those trivial bruises youth h e w  
i throw off) 

can you give me 
one touch one kiss 
feeling as i do 
that our different primes 
have overlapped 
one moment 
in our time 
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POEM FOR ANNE SEXTON 

It was a slow ride 
On your donkey 
From the place where dreams raged 
Like deranged motors, 

A slow ride on that animal 
You chose-- 

Your father's bones 
Rose like sign-posts 
Guiding you back, 
That world frozen below zero 
Where no one moved. 

A child's hunger 
Dragged her mother's corpse 
Across the sky like a doll 
Wrapped in tom sheets. 
She never came down. 

You fled on your donkey. 

When you saw snow flakes 
Harden to pills 
Beneath a street light 
Your nerves hinged to poetry. 
The words flew away like kites. 

You rode toward your husband. 
He rose above you, 
A parachute, 
His hand slipping from yours, 
The lost string. 

A voice rose from your mouth 
Like an evil genie. 
You got down from your donkey. 
You slid inside your car. 
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The keys in your hands 
Spread their wings like birds; 
Your world skidded 
Beneath the wheels. 

SERENADE FOR THE MAN DOWNSTAIRS 

Man downstairs, yell at your daughter, 
step on your cat's paws, spill your coffee 
on the baby's face. Lets sing Sunday 
through floor and ceiling, wake up wives 
to their m,artini headaches and steak sauoe 
indigestions. Here's a wound, here's salt, 
can you keep them apart? The drum and stick 
in the hands of your children; the finger, 
the trigger, because you're older. Cracks 
open in your plaster; you pry the crevice 
with forks and knives, you listen for my drill 
from the other side. Amigo, brother, 
we're made from the same skin. I mamed 
a travelling salesman's daughter & I love 
adventure. The sun burned open our lids; 
the sirens stroked our nerves like delicate 
violins. I'm going to sing for you this morning 
my best mazurka-Whiskey in the Coffee, 
Wife on the Rag-I'm going to dance 
your crew-cut hair white with plaster. 

-RI- C E ~  
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REVIEWS 
Linda Pastan. Aspects of Eoe. New York: Liveright, 1975, 56 pp. $6.95 cloth; 
$2.50 paper. 

Linda Pastads second volume of poems in many ways fuI6U.s the promise of 
her Erst. Here one 6nd.s the same elegant s~mplicity of subject and language, the 
same amity of image and precision of diction, the same adroit use of figurative 
language that characterize her earlier P a f e d  Circle of Sun (Swallow, 1971; reviewed 
in Fall 1974 SCR). Here too is a similar coherent yet flexible structure revealing the 
unity of vision implicit in what Ms. Pastan nevertheless has deemed, by comparison 
with her fiat h k ,  "more truly a collection of diverse poems." 

Whatever their diversity, Ms. Pastan's apt title makes clear her sustained effort 
in these poems to elucidate aspects of what one of them calls "a vast/ and unsolved 
puzzle"-the feminine psyche. The epigraph of the bwk, borrowed from Archibald 
MacLeish's "Eve's Exile," might be paraphrased as follows: If (1) human life is cir- 
cumscribed by time because of Adam and Eve's expulsion from Eden, (2 )  woman 
in exile is emotionally more complex than man in her attitudes toward death and 
its antithesis, love, precisely because (3)  human nature is constant, and Eve before 
the Fall was uncommitted and indecisive while Adam was committed and single- 
minded. Thematically the three sections of Ms. Pasta's book correspond lwsely to 
these three related propositions. And of course what most interests her about the 
male-female dichotomy is the variety and intensity of woman's responses to a 
masculine world's monotonous demands y o n  her as sex object, whether vestal, 
mother, or whore. 

Readers acquainted with Ms. Pastani first book will recognize in the initial 
section of her second a number of poems recalling her earlier volume's brilliant treat- 
ment of the theme of time's ongoing assault against man. Two of the best of these 
are 'Short Story" and "On Going to Sweden for My Fortieth Birthday." An extended 
metaphor in the former poem compares life to an d n i s h e d  piece of short fiction 
whose melodramatic plot line incorporates the cliche situations of soap opera or 
fairy tale: "Now the lover repeats/ his one line, and the plot/ instead of thickening 
as it mighf thins/ almw to blank paper./ There is no epiphany. . . . And though! 
there is nmm for a brief/ descriptive passage (perhaps/ a snowfall, some/ stiEening 
of the weather)/ already/ it is dark! on the' other side/ of the page." The speaker 
in "On Going to Sweden" is a housewife and mother who fears any intemption, 
however exhilarating, to the domestic mutines that thinly veil her fmm death: "My 
place is here safe/ among the smooth linens/ folded away on shelves-/I would be 
folded so;/ or tucked into a drawer of spoons/ as the children are tucked,/ knees 
drawn up,/ in their small beds upstairs./ Here as in Sweden/ it is early spring, but 
this landscape unfurls/ so swiftly into summer. . . . All that is started here/ will be 
endin%/ middle ape will welcome me back." 

In contrast to the fist .wtion's preorcvp:ttion \ ~ t h  death, the thematically con- 
tigtlous wwnd and third sedions of hlc. Postarr's book hv snrl larac rulrrcern then~selv<!s - . 
with feminine attitudes toward love in a time-bound world-in short, with various 
aspects of Eve, the archetypal woman. A key poem, "Sacred to Apollo," catalogues 
the age-old triad of feminine identities-virgin, matriarch, and lover ("Rachel" does 
likewise, but less obviously): "Sometimes I am Daphne. . . . And I have been 
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Niobe/ all mother,/ dl tears. . . . Now I paint my mouth/ led for blood,/ and in 
its twistings,/ secret as any river,/ I am Helen agaid and dangerous." But if the 
title of this particular piece implies that vestal is the quintessential female role, Ms. 
Pastan's book as a whole, with something in excess of half its pages devoted explicitly 
to an examination of the manifold asnects of feminintv. urees us to consider woman .. - 
carefully in all the varieties of her tlGee basic manifestations. 

The poems viewing woman as vestal tend to be of a single piece: sexual purity- 
praise Eve!-is a quality finally to be honored in the breach rather than in the ob- 
servance. Both "Wildflowers" and "Butter" symbolize male sexuality as wild flowers- 
trillium, milkweed, blwdroot, dandelions (lion's tooth)-whose beauty fuses the 
desirable with the ominous. Such an equation-the sweetest fruit, after all, has always 
been the one we should not taste-leads toward the perhaps unewpected yet indispnt- 
ably accurate observation that it is Beauty who chooses the beast, not-as has some- 
times been supposed-the other way around. "Call Ithese blossoms] weeds," the 
maiden-nwmme of "M7ildflou~ers" declares unabashedly: "I pick them as I/ picked 
you,/ for their fierce,/ d y  joy.'' 

By mutrast, the poems depicting woman as mother are less uniform, more 
various and qualified in their favorable predisposition toward this most crucial if 
not indeed most sacred of all woman's roles. "To a Daughter" is largely gracious 
nlw>ut t h ~  frnll>mtly nn;~rtr~oa,lc~rlge~I snll unrewnnlrd n,rponsihilities of mothcr- 
Ivzal: "Krit 1u.0, prrrl two..' I make of small bordnms, .a fnhric, to keen you ,v.>rnl. 
. . . I lean over your sleep,/ Narcissus over his clear pool,/ ready to  fa^ in-/ to 
drown for you,/ if necessaly." "Knots," however, is considerably more ambivalent, 
perhaps because here the love object is a male child and thus potentially an adversary: 
"Patient, impatient s o d  I've unlmotted shoestrings,/ kitestrings, tangled hair./ But 
standing at high windows/ enclosed in the domestic mstle/ of birds and leaves/ I've - - 
dreamed of knotting/ bedsheets together/ to fiee by." And in "Clytemnestra," the 
maternal speaker is openly hostile toward unresponsive and ungrateful offspring who 
outdistance their mothers dong unending paths of time and who return to haunt 
them. as their antecedents Orestes and Electra returned in Greek legend to haunt 
and kill their mother, only as memories, as the ghosts of those who are no more: 
' W e  punish ourselves/ with children. . . . The babies have died,/ they are dead I 
say./ The children they've left/ in their place/ stare out of our eyes/ into our faces, 
t h e d  wave us away,/ if they remember to wave/ at all." 

But it is the paems ahout woman as lover and mate which most poignantly point 
up the disparity between complex feminine expectations and the two frequently 
simplistic realities of what used to be called without conscious irony a state of 
wedded bliss. The speaker in ''Swimming Last Summer," addressing a spouse clearly 
absent in spirit if not in body, recalls how 'himming last summer in sun-kindled 
water,/ hand in hand,/ we had to surface dive to 6nd/ those cold currents. . . . Still 
touchinp, we swam between them, Irom mld/ to cold, like children/ in a field of 
scattered trees/ running from shade to shade/ for rest." Now, by contrast, the world 
is uniformly freezing: it is Tanuarv and the lover's eves, "riDolinp toward mv shore all . -. - 
summer," are "glazed and- cold," his thoughts of tbe woman "more slug&sh than/ 
some winter-dazed trout." Angered and hurt, she longs "to chop through the freezing 
crust like an Eskimo/ and fish you back/ with nothing but a string and a hook/ and 
my remembered body/ for bait." 

'%ok Tale," one of the two or three very best poems in Ms. Pastan's book, 
mdacb the biblical story of the deluge to make a related point about the potentially 
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less than fulfilling nature of male-female coupling. After an off-again on-again love 
affair during which "blue sparks jumped on their ceiling, lit her stockings/ strangling 
his faucet, his fist plumbing/ her shoulder's depth for blood," the man and woman 
finally marry and begin to n~ake of their lives a cluttered ark fled with a cow, horse, 
pig, donkey, rooster, even a maddening "neighbor's child" who plays randomly on 
an out of tune piano. "By blue television light" they milk and gather, boil "the placid 
eggs," laugh with the child, feed the pig, and so o s  until finally the waters of time 
recede and the ordeal is ended: "The child left &st, all braided, for the school bus./ 
The cow died of old griefs. The horse dreaming/ of hamess, the pig of swill, the 
donkey/ of what magnitude of straw, broke out one night/ and emptied the ark." 
Unlike their Old Testament counterparts, however, the contemporary Noah and his 
wife experience no sense of redemption from having completed their arduous trial. 
"Leaning/ an hrwms . . . at the kitchen dwr," they watch their various progeny 
disappear "through a blaze of autumn . . . like one last, bright leaf." Then, left to 
themselves and lacking a personal relationship to fill the void of their ended relation- 
ship with posteriw, they merely jostle each other "a bit, for ceremony's sake," and 
turn and lose themselves "'in so much space." 

What I have written and quoted will suffice to make clear, I trust, the abundance 
of talent--one might fairly say genius-reflected in the best poems of this volume. 
Nevertheless, it is probably equally accurate to observe that Ms. Pastan's second book 
is somewhat less even than h e r  first. As every serious miter soon learns, there is a 
certain risk in attempting to redo what one has already done well--comparison is 
thereby invited, and yet the copy may prove no better or indeed even less excellent 
than its original. This is occasionall! the case in .Aspects of Eve. Among the poems 
about death in particular, there are ferri".Uphra," perhaps "Pruning," besides the 
two already mentioned-which compare firorably with the stunning array on the 
same subject in Ms. Pastads fint rolume: "After X-Ray," "At the Gynecologist's," 
"Dirge," "Early Walk," "At Wwd's Hole," "On the Road to the Harbor Tunnel," 
"Camo~age," '%ach Autumn," "Promosis," "Octoher Funeral," to cite only some. If 
the comparison is more balanced when one mnsiders only poems about women, it is 
s t 3  true for instance that a piece me "Penelope" in the first book is not much 
changed or improved when it is rewritten as "You Are Odysseus" for the second. 
But perhaps such concerns are overly nice. XYhat one must bear in mind is that it is 
only because Ms. Pastan's first volume of poems was so uniformly first-rate that her 
second must submit itself to anything less than unqualified praise. 

RODNEY 0. ROGERS 
Uniuersity of Florida 

Irvis Ehrenpreis. Litma~y Meaning and Aug~rstan Vdues. Charlottesville: University 
Press of Virginia, 1974, 109 pp. $6.75. 

The Preface to Literary Meaning and Augustan Values identifies it as a work of a 
single scholar which collects various of his professional essays, most of which have 
previously either been read before learned audiences or printed in fstschriften. This 
description may connote that which is disjointedly esoteric and very uneven in its 
quality; that which recommends itself to no audience other than its author-in short, 
a work whose parts gain no advantage as a result of being assembled in a cen@al 
format. Literow M m i n g  and Auguston Valt~es fortunately does not live up to this 
promise. Here is a book of essays that is much more effective than the sum of its parts. 
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Professor Ehrenpreis with a definite purpose in mind has done his own editing. 
As a result, the author-editor's entire collection addresses a central critical atlitude: 
its theoretical argument, its exemplScation, its application. His theory is generally 
grounded, embracing within its hplications much of the scholarship directed toward 
eighteenth-century literature during the past three to four decades. He observes that 
literary critics seem to fall generally into one of two camps: those dedicated to the 
mamination of literature with strict adherence to the properties of the literary work 
p a  se, and those who would include in their systems of examination much of an 
exha-literary nature. Each of the groups has its excellences and weaknesses, theo- 
retical and practical, but the tensions formed by the iden&cation with one schoal or 
the other have led to critical self-consciousness and various means of apologetic 
practice. As n result the critic is handicapped and hk studia sder. 

Following his general argument of theor); Ehrenpreis devotes the remainder of 
Part I to an exem~li6cstion of contemooran. critical bias as it affects eiehteenth- - .  - 
century literature. Eighteenth-century literary expression, he states, reflects devotion 
to explicit meaning. Critics in their well-meaning attempts to accommodate this 
earlier literature to modem taste have found it necessary to ignore, or even erase, this 
characteristic explicitness in their quest for a more suggestive style. A review of 
some attendant dangers is offered. 

In his "fight from erplicit meaning" the critic shugglcs to connect ohscure, 
learned associations with a few lines of poetry, or he may d o r d  an even greater 
escape by formulating general allusions to entire passages, often explicating thest. 
discoveries only as they support his own interpretive pattern. "The analysis of general 
allusions sometimes broadens to the point where works by two authors are set side 
by side as if the earlier were a consistently revealing parallel to the later" (16).  Such - - 

resbiction may in its excesses lure the reader away from other and more rewarding 
meaninas. Flights from emlicitness lead to attemwts at redehing the entire m a d  tra- - - 
dition underlying a poem, or again to the fashioning of new allegorical keys. But no 
flight from explicitness is more often employed than that related to irony, which 
transports the reader to "a shore where ambignity, uncertainty, and amorality are the 
signs of grace" (31). Ehrenpreis is provocative in these observations which he 
supports through rather detailed examination of critical cases in point. But it isn't his 
wish to earn the title of reactionary; he simply wishes to check the excesses of the 
critics by examining certain critical hends. He asks "only that critics and scholars 
square their exposition of an author's meaning with his explicit statements in thc 
pwm they criticize," for he cannot allow that 'Hny mode of discourse, such as the 
ironic or the allusive, is good in itself. without regard to the use made of it by an 
author" (37). 

In closing Part I Ehrenpreis examines what he sees as some values in explicitness 
and in a separate chapter analyzes abuses h t  may occur in the name of the "persona" 
or 'mask," a device of critics which tends to insulate the literary work from the auras 
of its author. Enlployed discriminatingly, it may provide a helpful approach, but the 
misleading application of personae only serves to obscure understanding. The author 
and his work are not separate entities, insists Ehrenpreis: to ignore this is to leave 
the meaning of a work undiscovered, "and if we miss its meaning, we cannot judg~ 
its form" (60). 

Part I1 of Literarq Meaning and Augustan Vdues consists of three chapters. 
each an independent scholarly essay selected by Ehrenpreis with the purpose of 
demonstrating the application of the critical theories of Part I. The first, "The Style 
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of Sound," takes a perceptive look at certain qualities of Pope's verdcation. Pro- 
fessor Ehrenpreis argues that some pronounced characteristics of Pope's verse, ones 
often praised, are frequently improperly accommodated to the poem as a whole and 
serve to distract and weaken. This leads at one point to the observation that the 
short poems often reveal a polish which most of the longer ones lack. Unfortunately 
it is the longer ones that have received the chief attention of the academic criticism. 

"The Cistern and the Fountain," the second of the three essays, seeks to disoredit 
"the widely accepted belief that impersonal art is the h a b a r k  of Augustan crafts- 
manship" (77)  and suggests that the success or failure of many eighteenth-century 
pieces is dependent largely upon the degree to which they allude to reality. Ehrenpreis 
examines Pope's Epistle to n Lady as a success chiefly because of its brilliant allusions 
to reality (allusions requiring that we go beyond the poem, "to external facts," in 
order to determine meaning). He then examines Gray's The Bard, a failure essen- 
tially because the author failed to apped to reality. 

The closing chapter, "The Styles of Gulliceis Troods," concludes that Swift's 
artism in Book I is much superior to that of Book n', despite the critical celebra- 
tion of the latter. The power of Book IV Ehrenpreis does not deny, hut he does not 
attribute it to the result of artistic technique exemplified in appropriate style, hut to the 
overwhelming effect, largely evidenced among critics since \Vorld War 11, generated 
by "the -el simplicity of the author's insight" (106). This insight may be better 
understood by studying Swift's life, particularly his In'sh experiences, claims 
Ehrenpreis. 

Literaq Mean* and Augustan Vul'aluc?~ has several characteristics which will 
make it attractive to students of the eighteenth century, or students of criticism in 
general. The hook is only slightly mare than one hundred paws, written in a clear, 
unencumbered style. Its price invites individual as well as institutional buyers. The 
collection is an always-welcome example of how a critic-scholar can play the dual 
 ole. The criticism is penetrating and provocative, being free of obfuscating jargon 
and underscored by good common-sense judgment (such as "the plea that in 
shortening the space hehveen the Augustans and ourselves we should not deprive 
them of the color of their difference" [47]). The scholarship is broad and clearly 
detailed; it is held under swict control, never diluting the critical arguments by the 
addition of a toa-massive support. One occasionally wishes that Ehrenpreis had 
edited repetitious passages within the latter chapters in light of arguments already 
presented in earlier sections (e.g., the opening section in Chap. N),  hut for a cal- 
lection of essays written at varied intervals during an academic career, the work has 
surprising unity. In closing I take the liberty of offering a nlinlctic observation: to read 
beyond this work and learn something of Professor Ehrenpreis's scholarly activity 
is to gain an even greater appreciation of his arguments. 

EDWARD P. WULEY 
C h o n  Unieersity 

Annette Kolodny. The Lay of the Land: Afetwhor as Experience and Histoy in 
American Life and Letters. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1975, 
185 pp. $8.95. 

Drawing her metaphors for this period piece from wide and careful reading duly 
indexed, Ms. Kolodny began the section entitled "Unearthing Herstory" with the 
Berkeley Flower Children's protest over "the rape of People's Pa&" and in their 
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vocabulary continued a Freudian consideration of what she designates 'bmbably 
America's oldest and most cherished fantasy," of "the land as essentially feminine- 
that is, not simply the land as mother, hut the land as woman, the total female 
principle of gratification" (p. 4). until she concludes that "what we need is a radically 
new symbolic mode for relating to 'the fairest, the hutefullest, and pleasauntat 
Ilandl in all the worlde' ": for "we can no longer afford to k e e ~  turning 'America the - 
Beautifnl' into America the Raped" (146). 

The earnest arguments for what she calls the psychohistorical emphasis of the 
book might have been more persuasive if she had been less willing to accept as- 
sumption for fact, as in "That the guilt implies, psychologically at least, an erosion 
in the filial response is made clear in Magua's indictment of white civilization as a 
whole" (p. 98). She evidences little awareness that sexual activity (including the 
nurture and care of children) is not inevitably exploitation, or that use of land re- 
sources is not necessarily swonymous with their abuse. She seems unaware of our 
nation's history of agricultural consewationists, like Daniel Lee and Thomas Green 
Clemson, and the work of forest conservationists fmm Gifford Pinchot on, nor has she 
understood the century of service by dedicated pragmatic idealists in Land Grant 
colleges across the country. In the appealing intellectual tradition of Rousseau, her 
arguments are product of a bookish, urban, rootless association of transients. She 
could have learned much from quiet college-bred farmers in the South Carolina 
midlands who till rich lands that continue to support members of their family after 
two and a half centuries; some of them carry ri0es in their pick-ups because deer 
from their own pinelands and creek-hank thickets on occasion still prove intolerably 
destructive to croplands. 

One interesting section, as it chances, deals with a literary presentation of 
South Carolina, with obviously oedipal implications in her characteristically punning 
title, 'Every Mother's Son: The Revolutionary War Romances of William Gilmore 
Simms." In it Ms. Kolodny' finds impressive indications of delayed infantilism in 
Captain Porgy, that most masculine, almost Falstaffian, of Simms characters. And 
she supports her argument well, as is not always the case with her insistence upon 
sexual implications. For her that insistence discovers phallic symbols where it seems 
likely not Sir James George Frazer himself would have seen data for The Golden 
Bmrgh. In Simms's Woodcrcft, for example, she considered Sergeant Milhouse's 
shattered arm 'Xis own symbolic castration" (p. 128), the "Sunne Worme" d 
saintly John Wwlman's dream is reduced to phallic symbol (p. 154), and Hawkeye's 
gun is no more than a phallic symbol for the rape of the continent (p. 103). But in 
unbwkish life, mast readers know times when a gun must be reckoned with as gun, 
not symbol in the hands of a Natty Bumppo who had learned from his Delaware 
brothers the necessity for protecting the environment or, more urgently, of a flesh-and- 
blood Bonnie Parker, Lynette Fromme, Sarah Jane Moore, or Patty Hearst- cold 
fact about our century which a hundred years from now historia11~4opsl Sony 
about thatl-herstorians d l  be evaluating. 

This period piece is a curious tour de force, not withont a certain kind of interest. 
Given the International Womads Year. activism in Women's Lib and environmental 
protection, and a popularized everyman's simplistic version of Freudian concepts, 
the book may have been inevitable. But it was not really needed. 

HAPBIET R. HOLMAN 
Clemon Univasity 
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68 T m  SOUTH CAROLINA REVIEW 

Richard A. Hocks, Hmry James and PragnudisNc Thought. Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1974, 258 pp. $9.95. 

That 7l1illiam James, who possessed one of the most penetrating minds of the 
past century, should influence his younger brother, Henry, is certainly not surprising. 
How profound that influence is, whether it is central to Henry's novelistic art, whether 
WilliamS ideas were consciously or unconsciously adopted-these are matters not 
easily determined. Ralph Barton Perry, in The Thought and Charactm of William 
James, and F. 0 .  Matthiessen, in Henry James: The Mafor Phme and Tho James 
Family, took the position that although Henry rapturously embraced William's prag- 
matism, he had little real understanding of it, since, as Matthiessen puts it, "hehad 
scarcely the trace of a system." 

Richard A. Hocks takes an opposing view, arguing that William's pragmatism 
"is literally actualized as the literary art and idiom of his brother Henry James, 
especially so in the later work." He attempts to prove this assertion in two ways, 
the first a rather dubious one, the other much more solid but with numerous pitfalls. 
Hocks makes much of a letter written by Henry to his friend, historian Henry Adams, 
in reply to what was obviously a deeply depressed mmspondence from Ad-. 
Hocks explicates the letter phrase by phrase, word by word, as if it were a sonnet, 
in an attempt to wring from it a statement of Henry's philosophic position. The 
exercise is unconvincing on two aunts. I t  demonshates first of all the paucity of any 
hard evidence that Henry had a "philosophy". If this charaete~istically oblique state- 
ment is the best example to be found in support of Henry's pragmatism, then the case 
is indeed weak. Equally questionable is Hocks' assumption that the letter is an ac- 
curate statement of Henry's philosophic position. A private correspondence to a 
friend showing evidence of perhaps psychotic depression is Uely to elicit a reply that 
is consciously designed to be enmuraging and optimistic. The letter may therefore 
show more of a concern with Adams' state of mind than with James'. 

Hocks' second and much surer method is to look for support in the novels; it is 
this critical reading of the fiction which is the strength of the book. As a critic, 
Hocks is very good; so good in fact, that his obvious critical interest in the novels 
undercuts the thesis of his study. He admires the art of Henry James and is at home 
in giving close, sensitive readings of the major novek and a number of the shorter 
works. Ostensibly, these are an attempt to demonstrate Hemfs pragmatism, hut it 
soon becomes apparent that Hocks' interest is essentidh an aesthetic rather than a . . 
philosophic one and that the thesis is secondary to the critical analysis. 

One is left with the impression that the study is not what it pretends to be. 
The intellfftua1 relationship between the brothers, which is pwortedly the suhiect . - 

of the book, is subordinateto the detailed readings of Henry's works. The conclusion 
is that there is simlv not enough evidence to support a book-length treatment of the - .  - . . 
subject. Hence, Hocks belabors what is essentially a sin~le argument past the point 
of diminishing returns. In doing so, he applies to '>ragmatism" such subtleties of 
interpretation that its useiulness as a critical term dissolves. The distinctions between 
idealism and pragmatism vanish before a line like, "That Strether can be duped 
bespeaks his pragmatistic openness and his idealism. . . ." Part of the difficulty has 
to do with Hocks' style. Like so many critics, his admiration for his subject leads 
him to copy his man's style. In this case it is Henry rather than William; the tugid, 
elusive prose of the book makes it a dScult one to read. 

The notion, then, that William's pragmatism informed Hen j s  fiction is at best 
a weak one, and one must conclude that the definitive "idnence study" on the James 
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brothers is still to be written. There is a hint in Hocks' book about the direction such 
a study might take: the impact upon Henry of William the psychologist rather than 
William the philosopher. William's work in psychology was wncemed almost ex- 
clusively with states of consciousness and nothing so permeates Henry's fiction as his 
interest in levels of psychological awareness. The influence of William's The Pfinciples 
of Psychology can be found in dozens of American writers and there is every reason 
to believe that Henry was one of them. 

JOHN J. MCLAUGHLIN 
Clemson University 

Norman Friedman. Form and Meaning in Fich'm. Athens: The University of 
Georgia Press, 1975, 420 pp. $14.00. 

The working thesis of Professor Friedman's newly organized, revised, and ex- 
panded collection of essays is "that there is a necessary and organic connection 
between formal analysis and the interpretation of meaning" (p. x). The essays form 
a coherent and well-structured statement of the author's conception of pl& 
criticism and its application. Pluralist criticism is defined and exemplified with de- 
tailed care in "'Part One" of Form and Meaning, and is applied specifically to the 
various '?arms"-sbcture, plot, point of view, for example-in "Part Two." "Part 
Three" involves the problem of 'meaning" in numerous specifically and formally 
analyzed works, such as "The Metamorphosis," The Stronger, and To the Lightlwuse. 

'Part Two" is laboriously thorough in its pluralistic examination of 'The Prob- 
lem of Form"; Professor's Friedman's working definitions are tight and expansive in 
application. Speaking of various "fonns" of plot, for example, the author carefully 
divides "Plots of Fortune" into the categories of "action plot," 'tragic plot," "punitive 
plot," 'Sentimental plot," and "admiration plot." These divisions are, of course, based 
upon the cardinal thesis of pluralist theory that different forms require separate and 
distinct forms of analysis. This point is hardly debatable, given the inclusiveness of 
various critical approaches, such as the 'ielativistic" or the "monistic" which Pro- 
fessor Friedman finds lacking in definitive and normative method. 

"Part Three: The Problem of Meaning" plays upon the two preceding parts 
wherein, as he claims, the author has outlined and illushated a theory of form and a 
very formal mode of analysis (p. 189). Covering mch related topics as "symbolism," 
"archetypal pattern," and the relation of "self to family, society, and universe," in 
several major literary works, Professor Friedman applies an obvious but crucial 
definition which gives factual meaning to the title of his bwk: "Meanings are a part 
of form: meaning is a matter of the whole" (p. 191). Hardly intended as a sop to 
organicists, whom the author seems to hold as suspect as he does monists and 
relativists, this definition surely lies at the heart of pluralistic criticism. 

Readers who are unfamiliar with such terms as "'monism," "organicism," and 
"relativism" may 6nd themselves wishing that Professor Friedman, neo-Aristotelian 
that he is, had furnished dehitions, first philosophical and then literary, for the 
fundamentally philosophical terms he borrows for literary criticism of criticism. In- 
asmuch as Form and Meaning invites debate between monistic critics whom the 
author slights and pluralistic critics whom the author endorses, a few general 
definitions may be of service here. If a monistic approach to criticism emphasizes the 
oneness of a work's elements, then an organicist's approach to criticism emphasizes 
the interrelatedness of a work's elements to form an assumed whole; and a relativist's 
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70 Tm S o m  CAROLINA 

approach to criticism emphasizes the interdependence of a work's elements and their 
dependence upon considerations of external influences. Debate is invited because, for 
one who is neither a monist nor a pluralist hut rather an organicist, the two poles 
of critical thought are seen to fiourish from a common center. The center, of course, 
is the critical consciousness which perceives what lies between and connects the 
poles of monism and pluralism, both of which must share a certain measure of 
relativism. 

Indeed of service to all literary critics and readers of criticism is the authois 
attempt in his opening chaptef to lay to rest "the monist [who] frames his questions 
so that they contain their answers-what is the reconciliation of opposites which 
organizes this poem? for example-" (p. 12). That he fails is perhaps inevitable for 
two reasons. One reason is his unfair contrasting equations of monism with a defini- 
tion of literature and pluralism with a conception of form (p. 12). Less concretely, 
but no less validly, the semnd reason is that it can be very rationally argued that 
all questions do contain their answers. 

While Form and Menning is heavy on dialectic, the dialectic is highly readable; a 
useful and extensive set of "Notes" accompanies the text, as does a name index. For 
reader-critios of literary nilicism who are familiar with the theories of Crane, Booth, 
Frye, Scholes and Kellog, and the "schools" of the New Critia and the Chicagoans, 
Form and Meaning is a synthetic work of specialized utility. For any reader seeking 
a composite and leadable study of pluralistic criticism, Profassor Friedman's work is 
valuable and interesting. 

A. L. RECOUL~EY 
C h a n  Uniwsiiy 

A. Leigh Deneef. "This Foetick Litccrgie": Robert Herrick's Ceremonial Mode. 
Durham: Duke University Press, 1974, 200 pp. $7.50 

The tercentenary of Robert Hemck's death was celebrated in 1974. Part of 
the celebration of that event was the publication of three books on Hemck, one of 
a popular, and two of an academic cast. The study by Leigh Deneef belongs to the 
latter sort. The popular account of Hemck's life and achievement by George Walton 
Scott is scarcely worth notice e~cept  for its illuslTations and its listing of musical 
settings for Henick's songs. The other serious study is by Robert Deming. In a 
very direct way, it is a companion piece to Deneefs book since both Deming and 
Deneef explore ceremonial features in Hemck's poems. The books are so comple- 
mentary that, in a sense, it is regrettable the two authors did not combine their re- 
search and critical efforts. Ultimately, the two studies achieve separate identities, 
Dcmhg's focusing on the classical, biblical, and English folk ceremonies and rituals 
which Herridc drew upon and transformed for his own use, Deneefs centering on 
Herrick's adaptation of ceremony as a "shaping principle" in a philosophic, ethical, 
and esthetic trammutation of ceremonial and ritualistic acts. 

Deneef defines poetic ceremonial as "a mode of viewing reality which cele- 
brates integrated and completed experiences. Though abstract itself, such a conception 
of ceremonial poetry suggests general limits on four paetic elements; the subject, the 
form, the tone, and the intended reader-response" (p. 10). These four elements are 
too fully analyzed under the four categories of ceremonial poems established by 
Deneef: the pastoral, celebrating "man's intimate and harmonious relationship with 
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nature"; the courtly, examining the deeds and appearances of men and women in 
polished circles of society; the realistic, picturing, in lesser or greater detail, the 
follies of humanity; the artistic, focusing on the artificer's thematic concern, re- 
peatedly the theme of mutabiliv. 

Devoting a chapter to each of his four categories, Deneef fully examines a poem 
typical of each group, and, then, in a feature unwisely d e d  over from the thesis 
version of this stud!: he briefly discusses many of the poems pertinent to each class. 
Had he merely listed. say in an appendix, all relevant poems, he could have better 
used his sound critical talents upon the best or most dif6cult of Henick's poems. 

Uppermost in Deneefs mind is what the ceremonial poems reflect about the life, 
thought, and art of Herrick. Deneef, however, does not try to devise for Herrick either 
a spiritual or artistic autobiography. He merely wants to show how Henick, through 
his poetry, encountered life and shaped it into art. With the glaring exception of his 
comments on Hemck's epigrams, Deneef sensibly elucidates Herrick's arlistic and 
philosophic accomplishments. On the subject of satire, Deneef is far too entangled by 
the nature of his basic argument, that the ceremonial poet is a celebrator, to do justice 
to Herrick's epigrams. 

On the whole, Deneefs study will have little reader appeal, except to specialists 
in seventeenth-century verse. Even for specialists, the book is longer than it need be. 
It is, however, a thoughtful and thought-provoking book. Its main blemish may well 
be that it did not lose the solemnity of a thesis before, or even after, being accepted 
by the editors of Duke University Press. It comes close to taking the fun out of 
Herrick's verse, a result Deneef surely would have rushed to correct if his editors 
had been more alert. Despite its faults, Deneefs study is important and is an 
obvio~ls act of considered love. 

JOAN L. La, JR. 

Clemson Unioersity 

Joan R. Sherman. Invisible Poets: Afro-Americans of the Nineteenth Cmtury. Urhana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1974, m i i  + 270 pp. $10.00. 

Professor Sherman has written a fine and important book. Exploding the myth 
that no sigaificant black poetry was written behveen the death of Phillis Wheatley in 
1784 and the prominence of Paul Lawrence Dunbar a century later, Professor 
Sherman presents over 130 black men and women who published 90 volumes of 
poetry and contributed hundreds of poems to magazines, newspapers, and periodicals 
in the 19th century. 

Professor Sherman selects twenty-six poets for intensive study (she omits Dunbar, 
about whom much has already been written). Each chapter begins with a biography 
which is invaluable because it presents artists who have heretofore been inv~sible, 
and fascinating because of what it reveals about the lives of black people in the 
last century. Five were born slaves; one of these, George Moses Horton, wowed 
students at Chapel Hill by composing extempore love verses and a m t i c s  on ladies' 
names. The other twenty-one, born free in the North and South, showed remarkable 
mobility and intellectual achievement. James Bell, for example, was barn in Ohio 
in 1826, but worked in cities North and South and in Canada and California. Charles 
Lewis Reason was a teacher at 14 and in 1849 (at the age of 31) became protessor 
of belle letkes, Greek, Latin, and French, and adjunct professor of mathematics at 
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New York Central College, one of the precursors of Cornell. George Boyer Vashon 
was the first black man to receive a bachelor's de5ee (from Oberlin College in 1844) 
and the &st to practice law in the state of New York (after having been denied 
examination in Pemsylvania). Timothy Thomas Foltune, best known as a journalist 
and editor in New York, clerked in a post office and was private secretary to a 
Florida congressman at age 16, and then through Federal appointment became an 
inspector of customs in Delaware before enrolling in Howard University at 19. Francis 
Ellen Watkins Harper, the &st black woman to publish a short story and a novel and 
the most popular black poet before Dunbar, lectured once or twice a day in North 
and South before and after the Civil War, &st on emancipation and later on topics of 
broad social import. 

Most important, of course, is the poetry, written more in the tradition of Lang- 
fellow, Bryant Whittier, and Hohne than in that of Dicldnson or Whitman. P r e  
fessor Sherman quotes generously from selected works of the poets, but still one wishes 
for more. Her critical judgments are both clearly articulated and sure. No apologist 
for her poets, Professor Sherman justly pinpoints deficiencies. Of John Willis Menard: 
"Although these pleas for love and musings over lost love vary melricdy, their 
cajoling language lacks passionate conviction or fresh imagery" (p. 1W). Of Aaron 
Belford Thompson: "His subjects are conventional. . . . His versification is trite, and 
even the simplest iambia prove troublesome" (p. 208). But the best poets are gwd 
poets indeed. Mrs. Harper: 

Then Moses threw his rod upon the flwr, 
And it trembled with a sign of life; 
The dark wood glowed, then changed into a thing 
Of glistening scales and golden rings, and green, 
And brown and purple sbipes; a hissing, hateful 
Thing, that glared its fiery eye, and darting forth 
From Moses' side, lay coiled and panting 
At the monarch's feet. ( P  72) 

Although the nature, love, and narrative pastry vary as much in kind and 
quality among these poets as they do among their white mntemporaries, the black 
poets bring a special passion to political verse. Joshua McCarter Simpson: 

My country, 'tis of thee, 
Dark land of slavery, 

In thee we groan. 

James Monroe Whitlield, a separatist and perhaps the most theoretical and philo- 
sophical thinker among the poets represented here: 

America, it is to thee 
Thou boasted land of libem),- 
I t  is to thee I raise my song, 
Thou land of blwd, and crime, and wrong. 

Mrs. Harper again, writing about 1890: 

And what is wrong in woman's Me 
In man's cannot be right. . . . 
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This book contains a great deal of apparatus (e.g., "Criteria for Evaluatio~" 
"Poets for Further Research," "Poets Erroneously Identified as Afrc-Americans"), most 
of which is helpful. The Index is accurate. A line was dropped on p. 51; the scholarly 
sic is misused on p. 42. But these are small faults. In the maiq Professor Sherman's 
prose is interesting, her subject fascinating, and her critical judgments sound. 
Invisible Poets is a required hwk for anyone interested in American literature both 
past and present. 

JEROME MANDKL 
Clemson University 

Loren Eiseley. All the Strange Hours: Excooations of a Life. New York: Charles 
Scrihner's Sons 1975, 273 pp. $9.95. 

All the Strnnge Hours is not a conventional autobiography, a fact which will 
come as no surprise to Eiseley enthusiasts who have followed him through The Im- 
mense Journey, The Znu*ible Pyramid, and Night Country, to name but three of 
his books. Eiseley uses the personal essay skillfully to tell the story of his life. Twenty- 
five essays are distributed unequally among three roughly chronological topim: 
"Days of a Drifter," "Days of a Thinker," and "Days of a Doubter." Through these 
chapters recur themes, symbols, and images so that the reader becomes increasingly 
aware that he is reading a well uni6ed hwk about a remarkable man. Time, chance, 
isolation, fear, and fmstration are among the themes dramatically, movingly presented 
as Eiseley ranges up and down the almost seven decades of his life. 

"I was an autumn child s m u n d e d  by falling leaves," he says o f  his unhappy 
childhood. Among the traumas that shaped his life, he reveals how he watched his 
father die of cancer "by inches," and how against his father's commands, he defied 
his deaf, paranoid mother, running from her while she waved frantic hands and 
screamed after him in her strange voice. "I had" he says, "a sense of sin beyond my 
years." A sentence seen fleetingly on a burning letter written by his father was to 
sustain him in days of trouble. "The boy is a genius, but maody," it said. This, along 
with a thumbed copy of Shakespeare, was bis legacy from his hardware-salesman, 
would-be-actor father. Yet he was glad for any evidence that his father had been 
aware of him. 

Once in an abandoned Kansas farm house the young boy found a pair of dice and 
cast them repeatedly in a solitary game that he did not understand. The dice image 
recurs frequently throughout the autobiography. "I am an American whose pro- 
fession, even his life, is no more than a gambler's throw by the firelight of a western 
wagon." Everyman and no man, he calls hiself-gambler, scholar, fugitive. "I 
seem preoccupied with chance, whether it be the chance that determines life or death 
upon a street comer, or what it may have been that hovered about me in the ruined 
farmhouse where, ns a child, I threw dice, n~imicldng a game whose scores I could 
never possibly determine." 

Eireley's sense of the dramatic intensses his work. Vividly he tells us that once 
in his childhood he was forced to fight a bully who had attacked him for no reason. 
The savagery with which he answered the challenge surprised both the bully and 
Eiseley himself. Later, during his "days as drifte~" a brakeman hied to throw him 
to sure death from a fast-moving train. Additionally, Eiseley breathes life into a host 
o f  characters, making them memorable with Dickensian details-Mrs. Lockridge, an 
eccentric Californian who let him live in a cabin on her farm; Nelson Goodcrown, 
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her giant chauEeu-handy-man with a mysterious past; the double-thumbed sailor 
whose first words to Eiseley, seated by him on a train, were, "Tell me a story"; Dr. 
Speck, Eiseley's mentor and father figure at the University of Pennsylvania. 

A72 the Stmnge Hours will not satisfy readers looking for a simple, chronological 
life in conventional expository form. Eiseley's writing is complex, as is the writer him- 
self. Demanding the close attention given a good poem or story, it amply rewards 
the attentive reader. 

C. 0. CASKEY 
C l e m  University 

Virginia Spencer Carr. The Lonely Hunter: A Biography of Carson McCullws. 
New York: Doubleday, 1975, 600 pp. $12.50. 

Unlike so many other biographies, The Londg Hcnter: A Biography of Carson 
McCullers aims not just at developing a thesis hut also at presenting as complete 
a portrait of its subject as possible. Virginia Spencer Cam has researched care- 
fully and widely to produce a work which will no doubt become the definitive 
study of Carson McCullen' strange and contradictory life. Although her many 
literary achievements are considered only to the extent that they motivate or re- 
flect her existence, the effect is cyclic. To know Carson McCullers is to nnder- 
stand her art, and this hook pmvides the reader with a kind of acquaintance which 
is indeed rare. 

All those who came in contact w i t h  the artist acknowledge that she was a 
complex and unusual individual. Professor Can athibutes at least part of the 
differentness which McCders actively cultivated throughout her life to the fact 
that she was a much-adored child. Her mother, Marguerite Smith, truly believed 
that her first-born was a genius, though she expected her creativity to lie in the 
field of music rather than literature. She instilled in the young Lula Carson a 
similar belief in herself, yet one which had to he reinforced constantly through 
the praise and approval of others. But instead of insuring the necessary accept- 
ance, McCullen' uniqueness separated her from her peen as well as from members 
of her own family who resented the lavish attention which was given her at the 
apparent expense of her brother and sister. Thus early in life she became the 
victim of her own special nature. Unable to be k e  the rest of the girls her age, 
gangly, awkward Lula Carson Smith identi6ed with the side-show freaks who 
came to Columbus w i t h  the circus, an identification which was later to emerge 
in various forms in her rmibings. At the same time, she yearned for the love and 
approval of a wc seemed to have no place for her. 

Although th on may appear simplistic, it nonetheless seems to be 
substantiated by and attachments of McCullen' adult life, and certainly 
by her art. EvideYY). DLICi -aintained a shyness and child-like vulnerability through- 
out the years, even after she had put Columbus and the South behind her and 
had become the wundzrkind of the literary world. Many of the people interviewed 
recall her enthusiasm and naive charm, characteristics which often had to make 
up for a multitude of sins. Frequently childish as well, she would anticipate 
birthdays and Chrishnas, and the presents which they brought, with a youthful 
glee, only to retuln the gift to the giver if she did not like it. Tennessee Williams 
tells of the time he was dismissed peremptorily along with the two canaries which 
he had chosen as a special offering to the then hed-ridden writer. 
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As is evident from such anecdotes, McCullers' singularity did not change with 
age either. In fact, she often went out of her way to be unorthodox in both her 
appearance and her actions. Those who were taken aback when she ware knee 
socks to her wedding were even more appalled by the older Carson who pm- 
ferred masculine attire, and who at one point wore only white in the manner of her 
idol, Emily Dickinson. The biographer relates several characteristic incidents 
such as the inteniew with Rex Reed where she appeared clad in a white cotton 
nightgown and tennis shoes, and the time she asked to he taken to the dime store 
while wearing a bikini fashioned from three knotted men's handkerchiefs, the eRect 
of which was to emphasize her then paralytic h e .  Though she always insisted 
that she simply did not care what people thought, such schemes seem designed to 
s h d .  

Such unconventionality also extended to her personal relationships, entangle- 
ments which often incapacitated her creativity at the same time that they pro- 
vided subject matter for her art. Off and on for several years, McCullers lived 
at 7 Middagh St. in Brooklyn Heights in what her biographer terms "a queer 
menage" which included at various times W. H. Auden, Salvador Dali, and Gmsy 
Rose Lee. Here she formed a number of strange alliances, drank herself into a 
state of ill health from which she never fully recovered, and t ied  unsuccessfully 
to write. Although the setting changed frequently, such a pattern of existence 
continued throughout her life. 

From her experiences, Carson McCullers developed a theory of love which is 
stated explicitly in The Bdlad of the Sad Cafe. The theory holds that love can 
never truly he reciprocated and that the lover is doomed to loneliness and isola- 
tion. Nonetheless, he t ies to form any relation possible, regardless of how painful, 
with a beloved who both fears and despises him for his possessive need. Having 
posited this theory, McCullers seemed bent on proving herself right by form- 
ing attachments which were necessarily self-destructive. Professor Carr recounts 
her pathetic professions of love to Greta Garbo and Katherine Anne Porter, both 
of whom rejected her outright Such actions were wical, even though she frequently 
had not met the beloved hefore. The book suggests that she in fact relished the 
role of the spurned lover, and found a Denrerse satisfaction in reiection. 

The biography also raises I Md3ullers was 
actually capable of loving. D e s ~  ,ye, her dealings 
with people, particularly those v ere characterized 
by a marked la& of sensitivity. Otten she sent the same letter to several individ- 
uals, usually a letter promising eternal affection and declaring the recipient her 
most cherished friend. This callousness also expressed itself in her maniage to 
Reeves McCullers, a man who adored her and who wiUingly subjugated his own 
needs to the demands of her career and peculiar nature. Although she accepted 
his devotion as her just due for years, when he committed suicide in France in 
1953, she refused to take on the e-xpense of having his body shipped home nor 
did she go to the funeral. This action shocked even her closest friends who knew 
that money was no problem for the successful novelist and playwight. 

While the hook abounds with such details, it is not a sensationalist work. 
In defense of her life and art, Carson McCdlers was fond of quoting a line from 
Terence: "Nothing human is alien to me." But The Lonely Hunter neither defends 
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nor censures; it merely examines closely and fairly. If the reader finds himself 
compelled to do anything, it is not to judge but to understand. 

JOAN BOBBPIT 
C l m m  Unioersity 

Robert K. Norris and In in  Malin. The Achievement of William Stymn. Athens: 
The University of Gmrgia Pres5, 11975, 280 pp. $12.00. 

Watching William Styron and his critics is like watching one of those cock- 
tail party conversations in which one person insists upon creating awkward silences, 
and the other awkwardly insists upon filling them. Styron has written only three 
full length novels: Lie Down in Darkness (1951), Set This House on Fire (1960) 
and The Confessions of Nat Turner (1967). Yet his reputation has grown steadily 
since the early fifties, even during those long, long silent spells that very nearly 
consumed whole decades. For while Styron himself has published sparingly over 
the last twenty-five years (add a novella and a play to the three novels), critics 
interested in his work have not. This volume, for instance, is already the fourth 
book-length anthology of Styon criticism. The first, Configuration critique de Wil- 
liam Styron, was published in Paris in 1967; the second was John Hem& Clarke's 
tendentious William Styron's Nat Turner: Ten Black Writers Respond; and the 
third, a critical handbook to The Confessions of Nat Turner, was co-edited by 
one of the editors of this volume, Irving Malin. 

This is not to say that there's no room for another volume of good niticism. 
In many respects the time is ripe for a new assessment of William Styron's work, 
and if this is what *editors Robert K. Morris and Iwin Malin (both of City 
College of New York) had in mind, the idea was a good one. Each of the major 
novels has stirred some critical controversy (the last the most), and the clearest 
thinking on Styron's work, such as Louis Rubin's "Notes on a Southern Writer 
in Our Time," has often come in the long interludes between novels. Now that 
the air has finally cleared after the tumultuous reception of Nat Turner, surely it5 
time to examine the novel from a more literary perspective: not as the apologist 
ramblings of an unreconstructed Southern racist, not as a sly effort to emasculate 
and eviscerate a black folk hero, but as a complex study of the impact of o p  
pression and rebellion on the human spirit. This is, after all, what Styron's fiction 
has always been about, from Peyton Loftis' suicidal leap in Lie Doum in Dnrk- 
ness though Cass Kinsolving's murderous raging against the night in Set This 
House on Fire. 

George Core helps to clear away the debris of the Turner controversy in 
his essay " T h  Confessions of Nat  Turner and the Burden of the Past." Here Core 
places Nat Turna in the generic context of the historical novel, especially the 
historical novel of the South, and then focuses attention on the relationship b e  
tween the collapse of Tidewater society in the 18305 and the personal crisis of 
one slave. He shows how the real tragedy of Styron's protagonist stemmed from 
Turner's peculiar dilemma: that in order to destroy the inhuman institution of 
slavery he had to relinquish his own humanity, and could not. Thus what under- 
mines Nat Turner's career as a revolutionary leader is precisely what assures his 
redemption as a man. Seymour Gross and Eileen Bender also help by reconsidering 
the distinctions between the historical Nat Tumer and the mythical one. In "His- 
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tory, Politics and Literature: The Myth of Nat Turner," they survey the literature 
of the insurredion thoroughly, showing how from the very beginning, including 
even the original 1831 "Confessions," the facts of Nat Turner's life have been 
consistently distorted. White slaveowners, andous to see Nat as a monstrous aber- 
ratios portrayed him as a religious maniac; blacks and abolitionists created the 
legend of a black Napoleon, a military genius committed to the destruction of 
slavery. Gross and Bender conclude that we've long ago lost touch with the 
historical Nat Turner, and that the whole issue of the authenticity of Styron's 
portrait is therefore irrelevant to the accomplishment of the novel-which they 
find considerable. 

What this critical volume seems to lack, however, is the strategy for a re- 
assessment. There's a good interview with Styon, a useful bibliography of his 
work and the criticism, and several excellent essays, some published here for 
the first time. But one searches in vain for a controlling logic to the selectioq even 
a common denominator. hlost of the essays refled recent work on Styron, but not 
all; many seem to be heretofore unpublished, but not all; several are among the 
best written on Smon, hut certainly not all. If the editors had included a real 
introduction, one which clearly set out their purpose, perhaps the collection would 
seem more unified. But all we have to go by iis the title, which is hardly enough, 
and an introductory essay titled "Vision and Value: The Achievement of William 
Stymn." Here Morris and llaliq writing together, view Styon's characters as 
"visiona j' figures, men and woman "galvanized by . . . the belief that the abyss, 
all too ready to claim and damn them, can be transcended," and some higher 
state achieved. But the authm, hngged down in their own psycho-mytho-poetic 
rhetoric, show little interest in pm-iding a framework for what is to came. In- 
stead, they seem bent on pmvine that hto people who \r i te well indi\<dually 
will not necessarily write well torether. One could sa,. of the essay, as the authors 
say of Set This Hollse on Fire, that "it dws more than spontaneously generate an 
eschatology from the dunghill of prychopatholq." But sometimes even an awk- 
ward silence has its virtues. 

BRCCE M. F m n o m  
C l e m m  Uniuersity 

Leonard Nathan. Returning Your Can. Princeto& N. J.: Princeton University Press, 
1975, 76 pp. $7.50 cloth; $2.95 paper. 
Robert Pinsky. Sadness and Happiness. Princeton, N. 1.: Princeton University Press, 
1975, 74 pp. $7.50 cloth; $2.95 paper. 

With its publication in December. 1975, of the first two books of poems in 
its new Contemporary Poetry Series, Princeton University Press now adds its dis- 
tinguished name to a growing list of university presses that have taken up the 
slack created by cutbacks in poem among many financially troubled trade houses. 
The quality of these two hooks is evidence of the wisdom of the Princeton decision. 

Leonard Nathan's Returning Your Call is the wider in range of the two. I t  
expresses the beleaguered individual's attempt to keep his sanity and good humor 
in a contradictory world of elusive beauty, youth, success, and social order. 
Nathan is wise and witty, no more harsh an others than on himself because of 
the absurdities of life. Even though society is not perfect, he never gets angry. 
Life is a challenge. "That yon don't work," he mites in "Muse, My Revolutionary," 
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Is a wonder, a triumph of the System singing 
In its gears of breakdown, of accidental grass, 
Of another chance to create the impossible 
To specification. 

Nathan's voice is mature and well-regulated, idiomatic and wondrously alive. At 
times it is calm, at times shrill. Nathan can purr, m t ,  scream, meditate, mock, 
laugh, ar cry. He can be sad without feeling sorry for himself, and he is a master 
of soft-edged irony, aware of his limitatiom, aware that what counts in life is 
loving, hying, and not taking himself more seriously than he ought. 

Returning Your Call is Nathan's sixth book of poems, and Princeton could 
scarcely have done better than to initiate its series with a book as humane as 
this one. 

The second volume in the series, Robert Pinsky's Sadness and Happiness, is 
one of those first books by a bright new-comer. As might be expected, it comes 
off poorly in contrast with the work of a veteran like Nathan; but contrasted with 
other first works, it is a strikingly enviable performance. Pinsky is the most talented 
young user of language to appear in plint in many years. Critics will find here a 
superbly tuned ear, an unusual elegance of phrasing, and an ease of formal dis- 
cipline that recall Richard Wilbur and the early Louis Simpson. 

Unfortunately, the surface brilliance is not matched by an equal maturity 
of thought. The poetry promises more than it delivers. It is awash with mem- 
ories of adolescent feelings, with the bittersweet romance of loneliness, failure, and 
remorse, the glamor of lostness, the cynicism of youth toward the routines and 
imperfections of others. Like a name-dropper, Pinsky drops ideas about religion, 
sex, and human relations, more to show off, it seems, than to explore the intellectual 
potential of his material. The deficiency here is that of an egotistical glibness that 
appears contemptuous of anything outside of or prior to the poet. The result is 
an art that is slightly hollow, more ''pretty scenery" of words than evocations of 
meaning through words. As the poet says in the title poem "Sadness and Happi- 
ness,'' ". . . it takes more than eyes to see well anything that is worth loving." 
He sees well, hears well, and talks well, but the love is missing, swallowed in an 
off-banded tone of disdain. 

In spite of these strictmes, Pinsky is a talent to be reckoned with. When he 
outgrows his smartness, he could well be one of our more significant poets. Here, 
for instance is the brilliant close of "Ceremony for any Beginning": 

Going even in the wwds when not 
A soul is there, and how it implies 
Always that separate, cold 
Splendidness, uncouth and unkind- 
On chilly, unclouded mornings, 
Torrential sunlight and moist air, 
Leafage and solid bark breaking the mist. 

The Princeton Series of Contemporary Poetr will publish annually two books 
of poetry under the editorial direction of Theodore Weiss. Manuscripts should be 
at least sixty pages long. 

ALFRED REID 
Fuman UniuersihJ 
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E. C. Bufkin. P. H. Newby. Boston: Twayne Publishen, 1975, 144 pp. $6.95. 
P. H. Newby has divided modern novelists into two groupshistoriam and 

poets. Historians like C. P. Snow write novels that are mere transcripts of ex- 
perience, but such poets as Iris Murdoch create transcendent universes in which 
the comic and the tragic blend with the satiric and the visionaly. Newby is him- 
self among those he identifies as poets, an artist deliberately creating complex 
pattern in his works, and it is these patterns that provide the &&cult problems 
of interpretation found in the novels he hhas been producing regularly since his 
first work, A Joumey to the Interior, was published in England in 1945. Although 
his works have been generally well received, academic critics have not responded 
to them with the analyses and elrplications their richness seems to warrant; E. C. 
Bufkin's P. H. Newby is therefore a welcome addition to Twayne's English Authors 
Series. 

Bufkids study, the first book written about Newby, is an incisive summary 
and analysis of each of the novels through Something to Answer For in 1968, with 
a synoptic first chapter treating "leading themes and characteristic techniques." 
B&n is very ingenious at finding thematic links between novels and contriving 
from them expressive chapter titles in the form of tidy doublets: "Desert and 
Island," "England and Wales," "School and War," and "Egypt and Britain." Thus, 
in "Desert and Island" he analyzes Newby's first hvo novels, A Journey to the 
Inten'or and Agents and Witnesses (1947), finding in them "themes of man's moral 
degradation, spiritual poverty, and quest for belief." Both novels are set in the 
Middle East and both focus on protagonists whose lives have become spiritual 
quests. 

In "England and Wales" Bu£kin takes up the four novels in the period 1948- 
1951: Man'ner Dances, The Snow Pa.stu~.e, The Young May Moon, and a Seosrm 
in England. Newby is seen as "enlarging his range and devising new forms" in 
these works, and the theme of the thirsty soul seeking grace in a far-off clime has 
given way to, in Newby's own words, 'the traditional material of love and 'a- 
political' adventure." B u h  adroitly sketches the ''family relationships" at the 
heart of these novels, praising their "rare SKU in description and evocation of place, 
perhaps the finest of its kind in English fiction since D. H. Lawrence." 

A Step to Silence (1952) and The Retreat (1953) should be read together. 
BuOdn's chapter title, "School and War," suggests their themes, for in them "The 
private and public worlds are dynamically interrelated." These two novels follow 
the progress of Oliver b ight ,  "one of Newby's finest creations," through college, 
war, marriage, and friendship to an apparent dead end at the conclusion of The 
Retreat. Bundn finds these works "disconsolate and darkly depressing" in their 
presentation of a world where only intense personal relationships offer any relief 
from public madness. 

In the late fifties Newby's career took a new tum in The Picnic at Sakkara, 
Revolution and Roses, and A Guest and His Going, a tdlogy depicting thd conflict 
between Orientals and Englishmen as seen in three important crises in Anglo- 
Egyptian relations. The Picnic at Sakkara is set in Cairo right after World War I1 
in a context of intense nationalist pressure to drive the British out of Egypt. In 
Revolution and Roses the scene shifts to Alexandria in 1952 and the backdrop is 
the revolution that ousted King Farouk. In A Guest and His Going most of the 
characters from the first two novels are brought together again, this time in London 
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soon after President Nasser had nationalized the Suez Canal. Bufkin guides us 
gracefully thmugh the characters and themes of this comic trilogy in his chapter 
" E m t  and Britain," citing the high praise given The Picnic at Sakkara but find- 
ing the other two novels 'lesser accomplishments." 

Bufkin's sharpest explications are devoted to The Barbay Shore (1962), One 
of the Foundas (1965), and Somathing to A m  For (1968). Each of these 
novels-which Bufkin ranks "among the best English novels of the mid-century" 
--dramatizes a middle-aged Englishman's search for the gods within himself and 
his attempt to put his soul in order as security against the onslaughts of a chaotic 
creation. Something to Answer For, for example, is the story of a clever, self- 
aware opportunist, Jack Townrow, whose private peccadilloes are played out in 
parallel lines against the public twists and turns of the Suez Canal crisis in 1956, 
Bufkin quotes NewbyS explanation that he "wondered what would happen to a 
rogue who suddenly in an unmistakable way had to confront the possibility that 
the centre of power in his awn society was as compt as he was himself." The 
complex plot that Newby fashions from this musing is admirably explicated by 
Bufkin, whose formal analysis breaks down, completely convincingly, the "con- 
trapuntal" structure of the novel. The elaborate analogies to musical forms dis- 
cerned by Bufkin (e. g., "the final chapter . . . can also he viewed as a nonfugal 
stretto: that is, a concluding section of a musical composition in an accelerated 
tempos') emerge as functioning elements in a deliberate design, and we are satisfied 
with their rightness. As a guide to Newby's highly artful novels, Bufkin is at his 
best in this chapter, but the whole hook is sensible in its judgments and deft in its 
style. 

FRANK L. DAY 
Clemson University 

Blue Calhoun. The Pastoral Vision of William Mods: The Earthly Paradise. Athens: 
The Unive~sity of Georgia Press, 1975, 263 pp. $11.00. 

"Everyone who writes about him is just a little silly," Sir Walter Raleigh once 
remarked about William Morris scholars (Letters, 11, 396). Raleigh was probably 
referring to the gushy adulation and uncritical reverence that mark much of the 
writing on Moms, or perhaps he was suggesting that there is something quixotic 
about any attempt to study Morris. The very size of Morris' oeuwe (twenty-four 
volumes) and the diversity of his creative talent (poems, painting, wallpaper pat- 
terns, fumitore designs, weaving, bookmaking. political novels and *acts) would 
seem to argue against the possibility of a comprehensive view of William Morris' 
genius. Ironically, although Moms was a most prolific artist, he is known today 
only by his devotees and is forgotten or ignored by most readen; even specialists in 
the Victorian peliod are apt to be familiar with only a sampling of his shorter 
poems, such as "The Defense of Guinevere" or "The Haystack in the Floods." 
Lately, M o d  accomplishments in The Defense of Grcinevere have received thb 
kind of close analysis and exegesis they deserve, but to date there has been little 
precise criticism of Moms' longer poems. Blue Calhoun in The Pastoral Vision of 
William Morris pushes her study beyond these early poems and attempts to dem- 
onstrate the ideas that lie behind Moms' longest poem, The Earthly Paradise. Her 
approach is not d i k e  previous major examinations of the poem; she considers 
the question whether Moms is writing primarily escape poetry or sociological com- 
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mentaw. The thrust of her argument is to disprove the accepted imape. created 
by Morris himself, that he was merely the "idle singer of an m p h .  da>-" These 
words from the Prologue of T71e Eorthlll Paradise, coupled with the fact that most 
of his poetry is set in the distant past, written in a neotra! e-!e. evokizq a dream- 
like atmosphere, have led critics to read hiorris ac a pure escgir?. The time has 
come, Calhoun writes, "to rescue Xforris fmm the land of the uor-e>.!en". and 
"to begin a critical assessment of Ifoms poem and iis ~ h t i n n ~ h i g  to a c a m  O! 

social commitment." 
Ever since Monis became a -=list his apoloei*~ hhave aY~m?!..? to r p p  

arate his art from his social and political $%ion. hut there never xvac 2 l i z e  when 
Morris did not associate & with the pmblems of l i f~ .  He. 1il.r Rurbn. ~rnphaz- 
cally repudiated art for art's sake; speaking to the students of t i e  Fim.inrham 
School of Art in 18i9, he said, "It is not possible to disassociate art frcm rnodh- ,  
politics, and religion." This statement seems to mntmdict his earlier remark: "I 
can't enter into politico-social subjects with any interesf for on the whole 
I see that things are in a muddle, and I have no power or vocation to set them 
right in ever so small a degree. My work is the embodiment of dreams in one 
form or another . . ." (J. W. MacKail, Life of William Morris, I, 107).  The an- 
bivalent voices can be reconciled, according to Professor Calhoun; citing an 1886 
lecture by Morris entitled "The Aims of Art," she shows that Momis achowl- 
edges that he worked under the intluence of "two dominating moods," xvlich he 
called the "mood of energy" and the "mmd of idleness." Literally, the two terms 
describe the difference betwean Moms the craftsman whose hand was directed 
by energy, and Monis the poet, whose imagination was stirred in mwds of idle 
contemplation. The most important implication of Moms' idea of energy and idle- 
ness was that it allowed him a dialectical approach to his developing social philas- 
ophy. Thus, he achieves in his poetry what C. S. Lewis noted, "an unresolved 
tension between opposing mwds"; or as W. B. Yeats put it more concisely, Morris 
found a way to express his "antithetical dream." 

The Earthly Paradise is not what it has seemed to many reader- a &ght 
from the "steely sea of reality." According to Calhoun the poem is Moms' response 
to his age. He does not turn his hack on the "hideous town and six counties over- 
hung with smoke," as the narrator of the Prologue describes contemporary England. 
These lines are only the voice of the idle, inactive dreamer; there is also the voice 
of energy, which urges engagement rather than retreat. 

The nineteenth century was a time when men tended to see things in terms 
of opposites. One thinks of Blake's states of innocence and experience, Arnold's 
Hebraism and Hellenism, Carlyle's everlasting nay and yea, Newman's two 
road-ne to atheism and the other to Rome. Now we see that Morris' aesthetic 
response to his times in The Earthly Paradise is worked out in terms of a dialectic 
 elations ship between the idle dreamer, the persona of the prologue, and the 
heroic questen of the poem. 

The bivalent stance taken by Morris in The Earthly Paradise is allowed by 
his use of the pastoral mode. The mode of idleness is conveyed through the 
classic form of the eclogue, where static enclosed stmcture and descriptive se le  
emphasize the meditative or dreaming side of Morris' nature. In this mood the 
limitations of individual action are envisioned, the utility of nature is extolled, 
and the value of the communal experience is recommended. 
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The first chapters of this study are given to discussing the implications of 
the pastoral tradition as it existed in classical and English literature. The quest 
motif in the pastoral is convincingly applied to the lyrics in The Defense of Guin- 
mere, a volume which Calhoun argues is Morris' earliest evaluation of the heroic 
or energetic mode, hut here the negative elements of the active life appear. As- 
sertive heroes and heroines are separated from society; their individualism has 
potential for nugatory action or tragedy. For example, in "Sir Galahad: A 
Chistmas Mystery" the lmight is heset with disillusionment and a sense of 
alienation for human fellowship while on the last stage of the Grail quest. 
In "The Chopel in Lyoness," another questing knight, Sir Ozana, is A i d e d  
with madness. The plight of the two knights in each case is the r e d t  of excessive 
coucem with the next world, and Monis seems to suggest through their dilemmas 
that the proper quest would have been to improve this world rather than to take 
themselves out of it. 

The main focus of the book, however, is on The Earthly Pmadise. The or- 
ganization of the poem, the cyclical plan that uses the scheme of the medieval 
calendar to structure a meditation on the seasons and society, is discussed as the 
means Moms uses to achieve the double vision of pastoral poetry. But the es- 
sential device used by Morris is contrast. The quest of the wandering mariners 
for the earthly paradise represents the mood of energy-the active side of Moms' 
nature. The Prologue and the four volumes of tales express in their idyllic setting 
and calendar arrangement the mood of idlenessthe dreaming, contemplative side 
of Morris' mind. The dichotomy in mood is reconciled by the persona, the idle 
singer, whose voice is the primary unifying device in the poem. He functions as 
a mediator who accepts the unsolved contradictions between the pastoral world 
and the real world, hehveen the ideal and the actual. Through the persona Morris 
was guiding his readers toward a better understanding of the limitations and 
prospects of civilization. Rather than being a retreat from the problems of the 
Victorian Age, The Emthly Paradise employs the traditional devices of the pas- 
toral genre as a method for framing an aesthetic response to the realities of a 
troubled society. 

This hook has a stimulating thesis and convincingly refutes the view that 
Monis tardily accepted the standard Victorian compulsion to he a magista uitae. 
Professor Calhoun shows that Morris always saw his poetic vocation as entailing 
a moral and social responsibility. She assumes Morris' continuous social concern 
which took a different form of expression during different stages in his career. In 
the early verses, the passive or meditative voice speaks. In his later books and 
lectures the voice of commitment is heard. The work of his middle period, typi- 
fied by The Earthly Pamdise, represents a synthesis of or via media hetween these 
two attitudes. In this poem Morris' vision of life in a perfect garden world is 
juxtaposed to the mechanical civilized world. His pastoral vision is not an evasion 
of duty, hut a subtle device which allowed Morris to evaluate the contradictions 
between past simplicity and modem complexity and to explore what he felt was 
the necessary balance between man and society, nature and the machine. 

HALLMAN BRYANT 
Clemson University 
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